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Abstract

Artful Education:
The Role of Art in Embassies in 21st Century Diplomacy

Kathryn Elizabeth Wilson, MA
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Paul Bolin
This case study focuses on the current purpose of the Art in Embassies (AIE)
program that is run by the U.S. Department of State. More specifically, it examines how
the temporary exhibition of art placed in Reykjavik, Iceland by AIE aids in fulfilling that
purpose. I sought to determine how the U.S. Embassy in Iceland uses the exhibition and
accompanying catalogue produced by Art in Embassies to educate visitors about
American culture and aid in the embassy’s cultural diplomacy efforts. I accomplished
this by conducting interviews with the ambassador and Public Affairs staff in Reykjavik,
members of the AIE staff, artists whose work was included in the exhibition, and
Icelanders who had the opportunity to view the art in the ambassador’s residence. My
goal in researching this topic was to contribute to our understanding of the role visual art
can play in cultural diplomacy.
Initially, it was unclear to me how education factors into Art in Embassies, given
that access to the art is limited. It is now my belief that there are certain posts around the
vi

world that are working to utilize their AIE exhibition to its fullest potential, and they
should be commended for their efforts. However, much more needs to be done to
encourage all ambassadors to use art as a tool for diplomacy.
The lack of current research on Art in Embassies was a chief motivator for
conducting this study. In recent years, the number of people researching the field of
cultural diplomacy and writing on why the U.S. government should better engage in it
has steadily increased (Cummings, 2003; Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d.; Sablosky, 2003;
Schneider, 2002/2009). Despite this fact, little has been done to address this issue. As a
well-established government program focused on art and culture, Art in Embassies is
uniquely positioned to engage audiences around the world by harnessing the power of art
to foster goodwill and mutual understanding.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study
Art can be instrumental in shaping international relations, as it provides a forum
to experience and interpret various cultures. Despite this influence, the use of art to
promote cultural awareness and foster enduring relationships between people of different
nations is the subject of little research and analysis. Working from this position, the
purpose of this study was to investigate the role that education plays within the Art in
Embassies program. Established in 1963 to further the mission of the United States
Department of State, the Art in Embassies program plays a vital role in U.S. cultural
diplomacy by exhibiting original works of art created by artists from the U.S. and host
countries in the “representational spaces of all U.S. chanceries, annexes, consulates, and
embassy residences worldwide” (Mission Statement, n.d.).
I have undertaken an investigation into what happens with an Art in Embassies
exhibition after it is in place. It should be noted that there are two types of exhibitions
that Art in Embassies organizes: temporary exhibitions for diplomatic residences that
rotate every two to three years with each new ambassador, and permanent collections,
also known as New Embassy Collections, which are installed in newly constructed
embassies. For the purposes of this study, I elected to focus on the temporary exhibition
currently housed in the ambassador’s residence at the U.S. Embassy in Iceland. By
focusing my research on a single embassy, I was able to gain a more nuanced
understanding of what Art in Embassies can contribute to the work that occurs at a
specific post. I traveled to Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland, in December 2011 to view
1

the Art in Embassies exhibition on display there and interview those involved with it to
find out how the art is used for educational purposes, and what type of impact the
program has on those who encounter it. My project proved to be timely, for Art in
Embassies is working to raise its profile and to develop more educational outreach as part
of its 50th anniversary commemoration in 2012-2013. The curators and staff at Art in
Embassies helped me considerably to make this research endeavor possible. I identified
the U.S. Embassy in Iceland as a suitable site for my research based on information
available on the embassy’s website, as well as at the recommendation of the staff at Art
in Embassies, headquartered in Washington, DC. This research was undertaken in an
attempt to determine whether the stated goals of the Art in Embassies program are
achieved and understood. The Art in Embassies (AIE) program claims that,
These exhibitions provide international audiences with a sense of the quality,
scope, and diversity of both countries’ art and culture, establishing AIE’s
presence in more countries than any other U.S. foundation or arts organization.
AIE’s exhibitions allow foreign citizens, many of whom might never travel to the
United States, to personally experience the depth and breadth of our artistic
heritage and values. (Mission Statement, n.d.)
My primary objective was to determine the current function of the Art in Embassies
program in order to establish what can be learned about using art to aid in twenty-first
century diplomacy, and the value that art lends to international relations.

CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION
This study was focused around the following question: What is the current
purpose of the Art in Embassies program and, specifically, how does the temporary
2

exhibition of art placed in Reykjavik, Iceland aid in fulfilling that purpose? I sought to
determine how the U.S. Embassy in Iceland uses the exhibition and accompanying
catalogue produced by the Art in Embassies program to educate visitors about American
culture and aid in the embassy’s cultural diplomacy efforts.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
My research is relevant to the field of cultural diplomacy, which seeks to promote
“the exchange of ideas, information, values, systems, traditions, beliefs, and other aspects
of culture, with the intention of fostering mutual understanding” (Cummings, 2003).
Despite the fact that cultural diplomacy is the linchpin of public diplomacy with the
power to “enhance our national security in subtle, wide-ranging, and sustainable ways,”
the U.S. manages to conduct cultural diplomacy “with the equivalent of one hand tied
behind its back” (Schneider, 2009; U.S. Department of State Advisory Committee on
Cultural Diplomacy, 2005). While many people recognize the value of the arts in
diplomacy, cultural diplomacy has a complicated history in American political life. Our
traditional lack of government support for the arts, combined with the difficulty of
quantifying the benefits of cultural diplomacy, has resulted in the U.S. government
lacking a coherent strategy for cultural exchange and diplomacy. With little
communication and collaboration between organizations engaged in such efforts, it is all
but impossible to understand the full scope of what is being done in this field by both the
public and private sector.
3

The research for this project began in spring 2011, when I drafted a proposal to
research Art in Embassies for this master’s degree thesis. My thesis committee approved
the proposal in May 2011. I then embarked on the process of finding a site and making
this investigation happen. Part of what intrigued me about Art in Embassies is how the
program has continued to garner support and funding for nearly 50 years, given that it
does not appear to evaluate and justify in a clear and obvious way the work that it
undertakes. At a time when many organizations, including government programs and arts
institutions, must prove accountable for the support they receive in the face of severe
financial cutbacks, how is it that a little-known program hidden within the U.S.
Department of State secures Congressional funding year after year? It was my goal that
by researching Art in Embassies I would be able to better understand the seemingly
important role this governmental organization plays in cultural diplomacy, and therefore
why it continues to exist and receive public funding when so many other programs have
been curtailed or eliminated.
Additionally, I looked at this study from the perspective of an art educator.
Participation in the arts is a favored topic in the field of art education today. How to make
art more accessible and relevant to the public is a challenge faced by all art educators.
Just as in a traditional art museum, Art in Embassies has curators on staff to develop
thematic exhibitions designed to educate visitors. It is then up to the ambassador and the
Cultural Affairs Officer (CAO) or Public Affairs Officer (PAO) at each post to
determine how to utilize the art exhibition. Art in Embassies does not currently have a
system in place to enable it to follow up with the embassy staff to determine the extent to
4

which the art is being used to aid in cultural diplomacy. My investigation of how the
program is utilized at an embassy can help to determine whether an AIE exhibition is
considered an asset by embassy staff. The larger field of art education could benefit from
learning more about how a successful public-private partnership is organized and
operated. Insight into how Art in Embassies is able to remain relevant over time could
provide insight into the success of this organization and how other programs should be
administered.

MOTIVATIONS FOR RESEARCH
I am personally motivated to undertake this research due to my interest in
America and our presence abroad. I enjoy experiencing new cultures and learning how
those cultures perceive the United States. I have been fortunate enough to have the
opportunity to travel somewhat extensively in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. In 2009-2010,
I lived in Italy for eight months and worked for a family, teaching their children about the
English language and American culture. They taught me much about their culture during
my time there, and it was through this exchange that I came to more fully understand the
value of cross-cultural communication. Given my background in art history, I make a
point to visit museums and cultural institutions when I travel to new places. I find that
such visits enable me to better understand the culture and what the local people deem
important. Art, in particular, seems to me a universal language. I can appreciate it to
some extent even if the didactic panels on the wall are in a language that I cannot
5

comprehend. When it comes to U.S. cultural diplomacy, art can serve as an ambassador
of American culture to “provide international audiences with a sense of the quality,
scope, and diversity of American art and culture” (Mission Statement, n.d.). I was
interested in seeing how this idea materialized in the diplomatic residences worldwide,
starting with a close examination of how the embassy in Reykjavik makes use of their Art
in Embassies exhibition.

SPECULATIONS ABOUT THIS INVESTIGATION
From the outset of this investigation, I tried to remain open-minded about what I
might find through the course of my research. My intention was to identify an embassy
that was making efforts to use their collection for more than just decorative purposes. I
started by looking at various embassy websites, searching for mention of Art in
Embassies. I assumed that most, if not all, embassies would have online calendars
detailing their public programming offerings, including those related to art and culture.
Knowing that not every embassy would or could utilize their art in the same way, I was
confident that more art education took place at some embassies than at others. I
somewhat expected to find that even the embassies that curators from the Art in
Embassies program identified as having interesting programming options were not
making the most use of their collections. Given the current economic climate, I imagined
this would likely be due to budget and staffing restraints. By taking the time to learn how
a given post used their collection, I could gain a better understanding of how cultural
6

diplomacy is achieved and what can be done to improve cultural diplomacy both within
Art in Embassies and elsewhere.

RESEARCH METHODS
I used a qualitative case study methodology and gathered most of my data through
semi-structured interviews that were conducted in person and over the telephone. I
interviewed Art in Embassies staff, curators, U.S. Ambassador to Iceland Luis Arreaga
and his wife Mary, Canadian Ambassador to Iceland Alan Bones, two artists whose work
is included in the exhibition, and three guests who attended the representational events at
the residence. In this study, I strived to put together a complete picture of how the Art in
Embassies program currently functions, from initial exhibition concept to catalogue
publication to public programming. By visiting Iceland, I was able to see the exhibition
firsthand and speak with the ambassador, embassy staff, and local visitors about their
experience with Art in Embassies and what they thought of the value of art for the
purposes of diplomacy. My trip was essential, because I needed the direct communication
with the embassy personnel and others, in order for my questions to be answered. The
Public Affairs staff at the U.S. Embassy in Iceland went above and beyond to help me
with my research.
While my study is not broad enough to make assumptions about all embassies, I
believe that my focused and intensive study of the U.S. Embassy in Iceland does provide
valuable information regarding the current role that an Art in Embassies exhibition can
7

play in helping a U.S. embassy achieve its diplomatic goals and objectives. More
information regarding my methodology and how I conducted my case study can be found
in the review of literature in Chapter Two.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
•

Ambassador’s residence– separate from the embassy, the residence is the private
home of the ambassador and his or her family where the temporary art exhibitions
are installed; the art is placed in the representational rooms of the residence that
are used for hosting events.

•

anti-Americanism– refers to opposition or hostility to the people, government,
polices, and culture of the United States; precise meaning varies with differing
circumstances.

•

Art in Embassies (AIE)– “the U.S. Department of State’s office of Art in
Embassies plays a vital role in our nation’s public diplomacy through a culturally
expansive mission, creating temporary exhibitions and permanent collections,
artist and cultural exchange programming, and publications” (Mission Statement,
n.d.). It is important to note that the name of the program is somewhat of a
misnomer. The temporary exhibitions curated by Art in Embassies staff are
actually displayed in each ambassador’s residence where thousands of people are
able to see the art every year. The exception to this are the New Embassy
Collections (NEC) designed to be installed permanently in the embassy itself.
8

•

chancery– The term “embassy” is often used to refer to the building or compound
housing an ambassador’s offices and staff. Technically, however, “embassy”
refers to the diplomatic delegation itself, while the office building in which they
work is known as a chancery. Ambassadors can reside within or outside of the
chancery; for example, American diplomatic missions maintain separate housing
for their ambassadors apart from their embassies. Ambassadors residing outside
of the chancery retain special protection from the host country’s security forces
and the ambassadorial residences enjoy the same rights as missions.

•

culture– an anthropological construct encompassing a broad range of religious,
political, and creative practices that together constitute the essential character of
societies and communities (Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d., p. 2).

•

cultural diplomacy– the exchange of ideas, information, art, and other aspects of
culture among nations and their peoples in order to foster mutual understanding
(Cummings, 2003, p. 1); a critical component of public diplomacy with emphasis
on long-term exchange among nations (Sablosky, 2003, p. 2).

•

New Embassy Collections (NEC)– In addition to loan exhibitions, Art in
Embassies organizes permanent collections to be installed in all newly
constructed embassies and consulates around the world. These do not rotate
among embassies or with each new ambassador.

•

public diplomacy– the cultural, educational, and informational programs, citizen
exchanges, or broadcasts used to promote the national interest of the United States
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through understanding, informing, and influencing foreign audiences (U.S.
Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy, 2002).
•

representational events– events hosted by an embassy official and paid for out
of the post’s representational funds that allow for the purchase of food, alcohol,
and entertainment.

•

representational rooms– the public spaces of the residence that are used for
hosting events.

•

soft power– the ability to get what you want by attracting and persuading others
to adopt your goals (U.S. Department of State Advisory Committee on Cultural
Diplomacy, 2005, p. 12).

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Art in Embassies is active in creating temporary exhibitions and permanent
collections in over 200 diplomatic spaces worldwide. Given the large number of potential
sites to research, I could not expect to look at all of them. To help narrow the direction of
my study I selected one embassy to act as the focus of my research, with the aim of
gaining valuable insight into the program and how education makes its way into it in
overt and sometimes more indirect ways. In order to help me choose which embassy to
examine more fully, I contacted Art in Embassies directly and asked if they could help
me narrow my search. As an art educator, my goal was to find an embassy that used the
art for more than just decorative purposes and that was proactive about engaging
10

members of the local community through sharing the art. I received recommendations
from the curators, who suggested four embassies that they felt were “particularly active”
and did “a lot of interesting programming.” To my knowledge, no similar research
projects pertaining to Art in Embassies have been undertaken, so I view this study as a
good basis from which to begin to understand the current function of the program given
that its purpose has evolved over the years.
A potential issue with many of my interviews taking place in Iceland was the
language barrier. Fortunately for me, the Icelanders I spoke with in regards to my
research were all fluent in English, as is most of the Icelandic population.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Art has the power to address the most significant issues faced by a community
and help us see the world through the eyes of others. Art education gives learners the
ability to investigate, analyze, and reflect on the world around them. Familiarity with art
and culture enable people “to generate new insights into their lives and into contemporary
times” (Gude, 2007, p. 14). Such skills are applicable in everyday life, whether you are in
your home country or abroad. The scope of Art in Embassies enables people around the
world to better understand one another and enter into conversations about issues that
impact the global community.
The case of Art in Embassies is unique in how it was initiated in the private sector
by the Museum of Modern Art in 1953, and went on to be incorporated into the State
11

Department ten years later. Even though it operates within the government, the program
still relies heavily on support from the private sector, namely the gift of artworks
borrowed from individual artists, private collections, galleries, museums, and
foundations. Understanding how the public and private sector can work together to
achieve common goals could benefit the field of art education as we look to the future
and attempt to establish how to make the most of the resources that are available. Also,
knowledge of why Art in Embassies was able to continue to receive funding and support
when so many programs have failed could provide valuable insight into how other
programs could be run or organized.
In recent years, the number of people researching the field of cultural diplomacy
and writing on why the U.S. government should better engage in it has steadily increased
(Cummings, 2003; Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d.; Sablosky, 2003; Schneider, 2002/2009).
Several reports indicate the value of government support of what has been termed “arts
diplomacy” and call for increased resources to be allocated for the support of government
programs (Brown, 2006). Effective cultural diplomacy “requires a long-term commitment
to winning the hearts and minds of reasonable people everywhere” and there is no time
like the present for the U.S. to enter into the conversation (U.S. Department of State
Advisory Committee on Cultural Diplomacy, 2005). Indeed, the sooner this occurs, the
better. More information related to this topic and others relevant to my study can be
found in the next chapter, where I review the pertinent literature that informed my
thinking as I prepared for and conducted my research.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter served as an introduction to my study, establishing my central
research question, motivations for investigating the Art in Embassies program, and key
terms that appear throughout my discussion. The remainder of this thesis is comprised of
four chapters. Chapter Two explains case study methodology, provides background
information on the country of Iceland, and sets the stage for why a discussion of the value
of cultural diplomacy is relevant today. Following the review of literature, I discuss how I
utilized my methodology to conduct a case study centered on my trip to Iceland. In
Chapter Four, I present the data I collected from interviews conducted in Reykjavik and
over the phone. I then analyze this data in Chapter Five and outline what I learned and
what ideas and insights can be taken away from this study. I conclude with
recommendations for Art in Embassies, as well as for future research related to this topic.

13

Chapter Two: Review of Pertinent Literature
The following chapter is an introductory review of the most pertinent resources
related to this study. It contains four sections. The first section explains case study
methodology and how it is used here in the collection and analysis of my data. The
second section provides a brief background about the country of Iceland. In the third
section, I discuss the evolution of U.S. cultural diplomacy and, lastly, I elaborate on how
art can be used as a tool to facilitate more collaborative international relations.

CONDUCTING A CASE STUDY
I structured my research as a case study, with the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik,
Iceland serving as the case. I examined this embassy in depth, not to determine how it
differs from other embassies, but to ascertain the value Art in Embassies can lend to a
post. As with most case studies, it is qualitative in nature and involves multiple sources of
data, which is a key factor in case study research (Gillham, 2000a, p. 2). The use of
qualitative methods is well-suited for situations where little is known about what is
occurring within a given setting. The notion of qualitative means that the research is
focused on the kind of evidence (what people say and do) that enables me to understand
the meaning of what is taking place (p. 10).
I conducted open-ended interviews with people involved in all aspects of the
embassy’s exhibition to help answer my central research question. The curator and
ambassador informed me of how the exhibition came to exist, while the Public Affairs
14

Officer and others on the Public Affairs staff at the embassy helped elucidate how the
collection has been used after it was installed. The Public Affairs staff was kind enough
to put me in touch with visitors who had attended the opening receptions, so I could
speak with those people about their experience as a guest at a representational event that
was centered around the Art in Embassies exhibition. In addition to the people I
interviewed while I was in Iceland, I also spoke on the phone with two other staff
members at Art in Embassies and two artists whose work was included in the exhibition.
Interviews were essential for my research, as they enabled me to gain a full picture of
what the Art in Embassies program manages to accomplish. I would not have garnered
the same amount of understanding had I relied solely on email communications, for faceto-face interviews provide a richness that cannot be found elsewhere (Gillham, 2000a, p.
62).
When structuring my interviews, I had to be sure that the questions and discussion
remained on topic and would support what I was attempting to find out about Art in
Embassies. Interviews also enabled me to ask clarifying questions that helped guide my
research. In this case study, it was imperative that I had a clear understanding of how Art
in Embassies functions so that I could use these findings to determine if the exhibitions
organized by Art in Embassies are used in ways that are in keeping with its mission. In
his book Case Study Research Methods, Bill Gillham (2000b) provides a step-by-step
guide to constructing and conducting research using a case study methodology. This book
informed my thinking and helped me as I constructed all phases of my research project.

15

Since I used interviews as a means of data collection, I had to be prepared to
conduct them in a professional manner. Michael Schumacher’s Creative Conversations:
The Writer’s Complete Guide to Conducting Interviews (1990) addresses all aspects of
interviews. The chapters cover research and preparation, how to line up interviews, the
different types of interviews, how to transcribe and analyze data following its collection,
and the legal and ethical issues related to conducting interviews. He suggested that,
“there is an art to preparing for a formal interview, carrying on that conversation, and
extracting remarks that reflect well upon you, on the person speaking, and on the topic
being addressed” (Schumacher, 1990, p. 3). While I am generally comfortable speaking
with people, I used this book as a tool to learn how to conduct professional interviews to
help direct my investigation toward answering my research question.

THE LAND OF FIRE AND ICE
When I left Austin for Iceland, I was not sure what to expect. With a population
of 318,452, this small European island nation in the North Atlantic Ocean has fewer
inhabitants than the capital of Texas. Two-thirds of the population lives in and around
Reykjavik, the world’s northernmost capital city. And with its unique geography and
terrain (think snow-covered lava rock fields), I may as well have been situated on the
moon. Indeed, I was just outside the Arctic Circle. Iceland is known as the “land of fire
and ice” for good reason. Located on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at the continental border
between Europe and North America, Iceland is “a hot spot of volcanic and geothermal
16

activity: 30 post-glacial volcanoes have erupted in the past two centuries, and natural hot
water supplies much of the population with cheap, pollution-free heating. Rivers, too, are
harnessed to provide inexpensive hydroelectric power” (Facts about Iceland, n.d.). In
contrast with the abundant geothermal waters, over 11% of the country is covered by
glaciers, including Vatnajökull, the largest glacier in Europe.

Figure 1. Map of United States and Iceland. Image courtesy of Google Maps.
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Figure 2. Map of Iceland. Image courtesy of worldatlas.com.

Icelandic nature is comprised of many extremes that have the potential for natural
disaster. This has fascinated travelers for hundreds of years, however, it was not until the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that European tourists began to explore the natural
wonders of Iceland (Oslund, 2011, p. 32). Tourist brochures promoted the country as
“the land of the sagas” and people came to glimpse the sites where the sagas took place.
The sagas, or medieval stories written about the earliest days of the Viking settlement,
serve as the primary documents for the study of the history of Scandinavia between the
ninth and thirteenth centuries. The sagas are very important within Icelandic culture and
this is still apparent today.
18

Iceland has a long history. Despite the harsh landscape, Icelanders have been
living on the island since the age of the Vikings. In 930, Icelandic settlers founded one of
the world’s first republican governments at Þingvellir, the location of which is now a
national park and UNESCO World Heritage Site. The modern parliament, Alþingi,
(pronounced: Althing), was founded in Reykjavik in 1845 and currently has 63 members
that are elected for up to four years. The president serves as a ceremonial head of state
and that office has no term limit. The present Republic of Iceland was founded in 1944
after gaining independence from Denmark following the end of World War II (Facts
about Iceland, n.d.).

CULTURAL DIPLOMACY IN THE UNITED STATES
While the term cultural diplomacy is fairly new, its practice has been documented
throughout history. Early governments, explorers, and artists were involved in cultural
exchange efforts that foreshadowed modern day diplomacy. In a letter to James Madison
on September 20, 1785, Thomas Jefferson penned words still applicable today:
You see I am an enthusiast on the subject of the arts. But it is an enthusiasm of
which I am not ashamed, as its object is to improve the taste of my countrymen, to
increase their reputation, to reconcile to them the respect of the world and procure
them its praise. (Schneider, 2009, p. 261)
Unfortunately, Jefferson did not elaborate on how to realize his vision. The problem of
how to participate in effective cultural diplomacy is still being debated, despite the
United States having been engaged in various forms of cultural programs since
Jefferson’s time. Interest in cultural diplomacy in this and other countries has increased
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dramatically in recent years (Grincheva, 2010, p. 169). Global anti-Americanism is
partially responsible for this change. Research indicates that the perception of America
abroad has drastically deteriorated in the decade following the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001 and the country’s involvement in war in Iraq and elsewhere (p. 170).
One of the most important challenges the U.S. faces today is restoring its international
image. Public opinion does not change over night, however, and sharing American
culture and values with an international audience would open the door to enable
conversations to start taking place. Art in Embassies is perfectly positioned within the
State Department to facilitate those conversations.
As mentioned previously, interest in cultural diplomacy has been on the rise as of
late. The Center for Arts and Culture, “a non–partisan, non–government policy center
whose mission is to inform and improve policy decisions that affect cultural life,”
produced a considerable amount of research and publications regarding cultural policy
issues (Center for Arts and Culture, 2003). In support of its cultural diplomacy initiative,
the Center commissioned five research papers on cultural diplomacy in the fall of 2002.
The papers include an historical overview of cultural diplomacy by Milton Cummings,
recent trends (1993-2002) in State Department support for cultural diplomacy by Juliet
Sablosky, a summary of U.S. foundation support for international arts exchanges by
András Szántó, and a survey of best practices in cultural diplomacy by Cynthia
Schneider. Within their publications, the Center offers recommendations for how to
strengthen cultural diplomacy, including increasing funding for existing State Department
programs such as Art in Embassies (Center for Arts and Culture, 2003, p. 11). The Center
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also co-sponsored a conference entitled Arts and Minds: A Conference on Cultural
Diplomacy Amid Global Tensions (April 14–15, 2003). The proceedings of this
conference were published. Together, these documents provide useful historical and
statistical analysis of cultural diplomacy in the United States. They helped to guide my
thinking as I worked to identify the role Art in Embassies plays in the realm of cultural
diplomacy. Unfortunately, the Center for Arts and Culture closed in 2005.
Cummings’ definition of cultural diplomacy seems to be the most prevalent
throughout the available literature on the subject. He surveyed the history of cultural
diplomacy and the U.S. government, whose first major cultural diplomacy initiatives
came in response to the Nazi threat and a perceived need in Latin America in the 1930s
(2003, p. 1). Historically, government involvement in and funding for cultural diplomacy
programs has hinged on the presence of a perceived foreign threat or crisis. Early
emphasis was on exchange programs that would promote better international relations
and the improvement of America’s image abroad. Little seems to have changed in that
regard.
Continued interest in fostering mutual understanding between Americans and the
people of other countries led to the passage of legislative milestones during the twentieth
century, which allowed for the growth of cultural diplomacy. Under the Fulbright Act of
1946, the U.S. government committed to funding academic and cultural exchanges with
foreign governments. Now in its sixty-sixth year, the Fulbright Program is perhaps one of
the most famous cultural exchange programs in U.S. history, having funded tens of
thousands of Americans to engage in study and research abroad.
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In 1946, the U.S. government made another cultural diplomacy attempt that was
less successful. To demonstrate “that the same country which produces brilliant scientists
and engineers also produces creative artists,” the State Department funded art exhibitions
that were sent overseas (Cummings, 2003, p. 6). The goal of these traveling exhibitions
was to create bridges among nations to highlight cultural similarities. The first such
exhibition sparked little controversy. However, the second, entitled Advancing American
Art, caused one of the biggest controversies the U.S. art world had seen in years. Despite
having received critical acclaim in the countries that it toured, there was a public outcry
from conservatives in the U.S. who disliked the emphasis placed on modern art, which
they felt did not accurately represent American values. As a result, the State Department
opted to pull the exhibition, sell its art holdings, and move on (p. 7). The backlash against
modern art was due, in part, to the feeling that modern art was un-American since it had
originated in Europe. The challenge of selecting art that accurately depicted a single
American culture in a positive light proved difficult, so it was left alone for the time
being.
United States cultural diplomacy goals shifted as the country entered into the Cold
War. Congress passed the U.S. Information and Cultural Exchange Act of 1948, also
known as the Smith-Mundt Act, which pledged that the U.S. government would conduct
international information, education, and cultural exchange activities on a worldwide
scale (Cummings, 2003, p. 7). Essentially, this act gave America the right to engage in
public diplomacy. The objective was “to promote a better understanding of the United
States in other countries, and to increase mutual understanding between the people of the
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United States and the people of other countries.” In addition to exhibitions of American
art, the U.S. government sponsored jazz performances, distributed books, and promoted
exchanges overseas with the goal of keeping ideas of freedom alive. As the Cold War
progressed, this renewed interest in cultural exchange and diplomacy largely continued
due to the personal beliefs of President Eisenhower, who felt that “cultural exchanges
among people would lead in time to greater understanding and the preservation of world
peace” (Cummings, 2003, p. 9). In turn, additional budgetary and staff resources were
provided. Eisenhower signed legislation that led to the creation of the U.S. Information
Agency (USIA) in 1953. The USIA was responsible for managing the libraries and
information centers abroad, teaching English to foreigners, and administering cultural
exchange programs (Sabloksy, 2003, p. 5). Another key player in U.S. cultural diplomacy
support during the Cold War was the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), which
“provided clandestine support for pro-U.S. cultural programming” in order to compete
with Soviet propaganda (Cummings, 2003, p. 7; Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d., p. 6). After the
threat of communism waned following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, U.S.
cultural initiatives were severely curtailed. USIA was ultimately abolished in 1999 and its
programs were divided between government entities, with many being absorbed into the
State Department.
While the Cold War encouraged political support for cultural exchanges, the
crucial aspect of deciding on an image to portray abroad remained problematic. The
question of what vision should be emphasized in American cultural diplomacy still exists
today. The struggle lies with the fact that American society “developed by accumulating
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and integrating a variety of arts traditions and cultures” (Grincheva, 2010, p. 178). As a
nation, we value cultural diversity and freedom of expression and, thus, the concept of an
official culture is alien to us.
Throughout the twentieth century, U.S. cultural diplomacy initiatives were
reorganized and underfunded. Despite these setbacks, some State Department programs,
such as Art in Embassies, have garnered continued support over the years and are
unlikely to disappear from American foreign policy soon. That being said, funding for
such programs was reduced “by nearly 20% between 1993 and 2002” (Sablosky, 2003,
p. 10) and has seen further cuts after the 2008 recession. Program staff was also cut back
in both the U.S. and abroad and most libraries and cultural centers where foreigners could
learn about America were closed. As foreign opinion about the U.S. diminishes, it is
increasingly more important that the country invest in cultural diplomacy. This fact is
stressed throughout recent literature on the subject; however, little has been done to
address this funding problem through changes in policy.

IMPORTANCE OF CULTURAL DIPLOMACY TODAY
In addition to defining cultural diplomacy and tracing its history in the U.S., the
literature also argues for why cultural diplomacy is relevant and important in today’s
world. Schneider (2009) makes an excellent case for why we need a coherent strategy of
cultural diplomacy. In the Journal of Arts Management, Law, and Society, the author
states:
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Without a coherent strategy, interagency, and public-private coordination, and
increased funding from public and private sources, the potential of the most
influential commercial creative sector and the most vibrant and varied
independent arts sector to impact how the world views the U.S., and how
Americans view the world, will never be realized. (p. 276)
Schneider and others offer suggestions for how and why the United States needs to
improve policy in order to keep pace culturally with other countries. Szántó (2003)
provides examples that indicate why international cultural exchanges are important, and
how they benefit artists and audiences. He takes issue with private philanthropy in the
U.S., where foundations have reduced support for international arts exchanges in favor of
domestic programs. He suggests that “so much creativity flows from cross-border
collaboration and pollination, arts foundations should remain true to their values and
encourage international exchanges” (Center for Arts and Culture, 2003, p. 19).
While the Center for Arts and Culture undertook research pertaining to cultural
diplomacy, the State Department was doing so as well. In 2005, the Advisory Committee
on Cultural Diplomacy released a report that provides background, facts, and
recommendations regarding cultural diplomacy in the U.S. One of the sentiments echoed
throughout the report is that it is time for change and that America needs to articulate its
cultural diplomacy goals if we hope to accomplish anything positive and significant in
this arena. It also tells how art has the power to transcend language barriers and posits
that “for every foreign artist inspired by an American work of art, there is an American
waiting to be touched by the creative wonders of other traditions” (U.S. Department of
State Advisory Committee on Cultural Diplomacy, 2005, p. 4). Cultural diplomacy is a
two-way street and the U.S. needs to learn to listen as well as to share our cultural
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heritage if we hope to “wake up each day with more friends than enemies” (p. 13). The
main goal of cultural diplomacy is to build lasting relationships with people from other
cultures in order to promote understanding. For diplomacy efforts to be effective, the
multifaceted story of the United States must be shared with international audiences and
the stories of foreign citizens must be voiced to the American public (Ash & Fullman,
2004). This requires a long-term commitment and the U.S. needs a cultural diplomacy
infrastructure and clearly outlined policy for the twenty-first century.

ART AS A TOOL FOR DIPLOMACY
Mounting concern about America’s image abroad has focused new attention on
the use of art and culture as a diplomatic tool. The arts have “the power to engage U.S.
and international citizens on a personal rather than a political level, highlighting
commonalities rather than differences, thus contributing to the U.S. government policy
objective of mutual understanding” (Ash & Fullman, 2004). Therefore, art can and
should be utilized as a tool to encourage communicative exchanges. Since much of
cultural diplomacy involves nations sharing forms of their creative expression, it is
“inherently enjoyable, and therefore, can be one of the most effective tools in any
diplomatic toolbox” (Schneider, 2004, p. 2). If you want to understand a country, a look
at its artistic output can help capture the mood of a place.
Some of the fundamental goals of cultural diplomacy are similar to those of the
arts, and their success is not easy to measure. This is particularly true of the softer side of
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cultural diplomacy, the fostering of mutual and cultural understanding (Cummings, 2003,
p. 14). Though the effects of art and cultural diplomacy are difficult to quantify, they are
real. Indeed, the power of cultural diplomacy is illustrated by the fact that it can,
convey those components of U.S. culture and society that are vibrant, appealing,
enabling, inspiring, and most universal. And it can initiate and sustain dialogues
about trust, openness, and mutual respect that can outlast the vicissitudes of policy
and world events. (Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d., p. 13)
Arts and culture can help to break down barriers, destroy detrimental stereotypes, and
increase cross-cultural understanding. Diplomacy is essentially the work of all artists,
whose art enables them to “build bridges by demonstrating and sharing what the peoples
of the world hold in common” (Ash & Fullman, 2004). Public diplomacy programs that
focus on art and culture, such as Art in Embassies, provide opportunities for mission
personnel to actively and informally engage with local citizens. Given the heightened
security at U.S. embassies today, the ability to conduct this outreach furthers the
embassy’s ability to achieve its diplomacy goals.

CONCLUSION
This chapter focused on how to conduct a case study, provided an introduction to
the country of Iceland, offered a historical look at cultural diplomacy in the U.S. and why
it is relevant today, and examined how art can be used as a tool for diplomacy. This
review of literature related to my study was necessary before embarking on a description
of Art in Embassies and an analysis of my findings. Through this information, I became
well-equipped to analyze the information I compiled during my trip to Iceland and draw
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conclusions from my data. The following chapter traces the early history of Art in
Embassies and details my experience in Iceland and why I decided to travel there for my
research into the Art in Embassies program.
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Chapter Three: Data Gathering
On my first visit to Iceland, I found myself walking alone through the icy streets
of Reykjavik trying to find my way to the Canadian embassy in time for my ten o’clock
appointment. As I took in my surroundings, I could not help but notice the lack of people
walking around. Even though it was a Wednesday morning and businesses were about to
open, it seemed as if it were the dead of night. While most people around the world enjoy
watching the sunrise before they head off to work, Icelanders are not so lucky in
December, when the winter sun appears for a few short hours a day. In this chapter, I
provide an overview of the Art in Embassies program and explain why I chose Iceland
for my case study, as well as the process I went through to obtain permission to visit the
U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik. My saga describes the events that took place before I
boarded a plane and tells the story of the people and places I encountered during my
research trip. Mentioned previously, the sagas are very important in Icelandic culture, just
as the story of my trip is essential to my research findings. It sets the stage for the
discussion of those findings in Chapter Four.

A HISTORICAL LOOK AT ART IN EMBASSIES
Despite its longevity, relatively little research is available on the topic of Art in
Embassies. As one of the U.S. government’s most established diplomacy efforts, the Art
in Embassies program “engages the U.S. art community, both commercial and not-forprofit sectors, in public diplomacy; humanizes increasingly secure U.S. ambassadorial
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residences; and brings U.S. artists in direct contact with foreign populations, allowing
them to establish long-term relationships” (Ash & Fullman, 2004). To go along with most
exhibitions, the editorial staff at Art in Embassies designs a publication that provides
background information on the theme of the exhibition and the works included in it.
These catalogues feature an introduction by the ambassador in both English and the
language of the host country, artists’ biographical information, and full-color
reproductions of the artwork with lender information. It is a useful diplomatic tool given
to visitors to better educate them about the cultural connections that can be made through
visual art.
The most recent book about Art in Embassies (now in its third edition) was first
published in 2004 to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the program. It features an
essay by Andrew Solomon entitled The ART in Embassies Program: The American
Tradition of Cultural Diplomacy1, as well as information regarding exhibitions at eight
locations and a list of all participants in the American Artists Abroad program from 20022008. In his essay, Solomon looks at the history of the program and explains how “what
began as a scheme of high-minded decoration has become an integral part of our
diplomatic process” (p. 1). He illustrates the program’s relevancy by stating that,
To communicate simultaneously in the languages of diplomacy and art is to speak
with a clarity and depth that neither mode could achieve on its own. At a time
when the United States must argue its case with allies and opponents, the
universal language of artists helps to bridge gaps in understanding as no treaty or
aid package can. The display of American art helps others to understand us. (p. 1)
1

In the past, Art in Embassies was often written as ART in Embassies Program due to the way the program
was identified within the State Department. They have recently moved away from this and prefer “Art in
Embassies.”
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Since the promotion of relationship building and understanding between peoples is a
primary goal of cultural diplomacy, this suggests that Art in Embassies is successful in
doing so. Solomon goes on to explain the evolution of the program and how it was
changed as new directors took over.
The history of Art in Embassies is rooted in the private sector. Nelson Rockefeller
was largely responsible for the creation of the International Council at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) in 1952, whose purpose was “to underwrite and supervise
exchanges of visual art with other nations” (Solomon, 2004, p. 3). The International
Council focused initially on traveling museum exhibitions, but, in 1960, at the behest of
Mrs. L. Corrin Strong, wife of the U.S. ambassador to Norway, it sent American art to be
exhibited in the ambassador’s residence in Oslo. This marked the beginning of the
International Council’s Embassies Project, which paved the way for Art in Embassies.
The stated purpose of these exhibitions was to “assist the ambassador in making the
embassy an important cultural and intellectual center” (p. 3). These exhibitions were sent
with the State Department’s cooperation, but were never part of a formal government
policy (p. 5). They served to open the door for future exhibitions in countries that had
never before shown American art. Reykjavik was among the first cities to receive an
exhibition from MoMA to be displayed in the embassy (Hanzal, 1990, p. 107).
Another forerunner was the Woodward Foundation Embassy Program, which saw
embassies as “one of the most important outlets abroad” (Solomon, 2004, p. 5). Initiated
by Ambassador Stanley Woodward in 1959, he sent contemporary art from his personal
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collection overseas to adorn the walls of newly constructed embassies2. The structure of
this program resembled MoMA’s International Council, but had different objectives. The
International Council sought to educate ambassadors about the art they exhibited, while
the Woodward Foundation required a certain amount of preexisting knowledge of
modern art. Both initiatives had high standards for the work they included in their
exhibitions, much of which is now in major American museums (Solomon, 2004, p. 5).
The success of these programs laid the foundation for Art in Embassies to be founded in
1963.
I was pleased to see in the Acknowledgments section that Solomon cited Carla M.
Hanzal (1990), whose master’s thesis, The Fusion of Art and Politics: Events Shaping the
Public-Private Venture to take American Art Abroad, chronicled the major developments
leading up to the founding of Art in Embassies as well as a history of the program up
until 1990. The fact that Art in Embassies is aware of her research and deems it credible
relieved any worries I had about the quality of her work. Given the amount of time that
had lapsed since she investigated Art in Embassies, I took it as a sign that now would be
a good time to use her thesis as a jumping-off point from which I could investigate how
the program has changed during the intervening years and what Art in Embassies is
accomplishing in the twenty-first century. Her thesis provides an excellent background of
cultural diplomacy in the United States and how Art in Embassies emerged out of the
private sector to fill a need in the larger world of diplomacy. She stresses the importance

2

In 1954, the State Department’s Office of Foreign Buildings launched a ten-year, $200 million program to
build new embassies and consulates on four continents (Cummings, 2003, p. 8).
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of international exchange to create bridges among nations by highlighting cultural
similarities. Hanzal concludes by saying that the success of the program seems to vary
with the extent each exhibition is utilized, but that the program may have a potentially
significant impact when it comes to cultural diplomacy (pp. 153-154). Her concluding
remarks made me want to investigate Art in Embassies further to determine the success
of the program.
Hanzal made reference to Douglas McCreary Greenwood’s (1989) Art in
Embassies: Twenty-five years at the U.S. Department of State. It was published by the
Friends of Art and Preservation in Embassies, a private foundation dedicated to
refurbishing, preserving, and installing authentic works of art in American embassies
since 1986. While similar in scope to Solomon’s essay, Greenwood has provided a
different window on the role that Art in Embassies plays in cultural diplomacy. He told
how the program was able to overcome obstacles in the beginning thanks to the climate
of the 1960s and the founding of the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities
(NEA and NEH) (p. 27). He goes into more detail about how the program changed with
each new director and how in the beginning the program felt that it was “in many respects
in the business of educating people” about contemporary art in addition to American
culture in general (p. 33). In his final remarks, Greenwood quoted Senator Claiborne Pell,
an early supporter of Arts in Embassies and a founder of the NEA, who believed that Art
in Embassies “has done so much to enhance our reputation abroad as a nation of
innovative and creative culture…have helped bring the arts from the periphery of our
society to its center” (Greenwood, 1989, p. 45). Statements such as this provided an
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excellent starting point for me as I began to investigate whether or not this positive
outcome is happening now.
At present, the best place to find out about current exhibitions and goings on at
embassies is to follow the Art in Embassies’ Facebook page and YouTube channel. The
organization uses Facebook as a way to spread information about the artists they work
with and where people might be able to encounter their work. For example, Art in
Embassies regularly posts links to articles and coverage of new exhibitions featuring
artists that currently have work being shown in an embassy somewhere (Art in
Embassies: US Department of State, n.d.). They upload videos of installations and events
that take place at various embassies, which provide viewers with an idea of what goes on
at a particular post (ART in Embassies, n.d.). In addition to social media sites such as
Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, the program has its own website (www.art.state.gov),
which was re-launched in 2011. The new website includes a searchable database of all
images from all exhibitions held since 2005 and is a considerable improvement over the
previous site. It proved to be an excellent resource enabling me to download a PDF of the
exhibition catalogue and find out more about the artists exhibited in Reykjavik prior to
my trip (See Appendix B). Another good source of information about how the program is
perceived are newspaper articles and other media coverage related to Art in Embassies.
Though it is reported on internationally, I found that many articles are similar in scope
and use language found on the AIE website.
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INITIAL STEPS
Part of the intrigue I encountered was what little information about Art in
Embassies that was available online and in the library. I decided to contact the program
directly with the hopes of getting some of my questions answered. After making a few
cold calls (the AIE staff directory is not published for the world to see), I solicited the
help of an AIE assistant curator who mailed me the Art in Embassies book from the 40th
anniversary (2004). This provided a useful history of the program, yet it was still unclear
to me how this program functioned in today’s world.
To find out more about the process of putting together an exhibition, I sought the
insight of Bonnie Miller, who had lived in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Greece while
her husband, Tom Miller, served as the U.S. ambassador to those countries. My
conversation with Bonnie proved most helpful, for she was able to walk me through an
ambassador’s experience with Art in Embassies from start to finish. Having put together
two AIE exhibitions, she was very familiar with how the program and process work. She
said that each time they began by selecting the theme for their exhibition in assessing the
current political and cultural moods of the country to make sure that the art would be
relevant to those who were able to see it. Tom and Bonnie Miller were in Bosnia from
1999-2001 shortly after the end of the Bosnian War. The theme for that exhibition was
bridges and reconciliation, which resonated with a country going through the process of
rebuilding itself. While in Greece from 2001-2004, the exhibition focused on Greek
contributions to humankind and highlighted the importance of art, architecture, literature,
and philosophy through the works of primarily Greek-American artists. Often,
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ambassadors make connections between the art and either their foreign location or home
state in the U.S. Also, it is not uncommon for the exhibition to include works
commissioned from artists the ambassador knows personally.
Bonnie explained to me that in order to select the artwork for the Athens
residence, she traveled to New York City to visit art galleries. The curator that worked
with them on the exhibition showed them catalogues and gave suggestions for places to
look, but ultimately they had the final say in the works that would be exhibited in their
home. In the end, she did not use any of the works from the New York galleries given the
timing of her trip, which took place within a week of September 11, 2001. Once the art
was selected, the curator organized the loans and arranged for insurance, crating, and
installation. AIE uses American Association of Museums guidelines when shipping
works internationally to ensure safe delivery (personal communication, November 17,
2011). Art in Embassies pays all these crating and shipping expenses. The entire process
takes about six to eight months from initial contact to installation. Bonnie said it was
terribly exciting to open up the huge crates once they finally arrived in Athens. The art
was installed in the representation rooms of the ambassador’s residence, which is
different from the embassy office. It is then up to the Millers to work with Public Affairs
staff at the embassy to decide how best to utilize the artwork to serve the public that visits
the residence. Bonnie felt that AIE serves a valuable purpose, but explained that you
could utilize the AIE exhibition to do as much or as little education and teaching as you
wanted. Some posts, primarily the larger ones, have a Cultural Affairs Officer that is in
charge of planning educational outreach. In her experience in Bosnia and Greece, she was
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the one who gave tours to the thousands of guests who visited the ambassador’s residence
each year as she was most familiar with the exhibition and the one hosting events in her
home.

Another Perspective from Athens
After detailing her experience with Art in Embassies, Bonnie suggested that I
contact the wife of the current ambassador to Greece who is living in Athens now. She
might be able to offer more details about the exhibition process given that she was still in
the middle of it. Diane Smith was more than happy to help and provided me with specific
information since it was fresh on her mind. Their experience was similar to the Miller’s
and began with a visit to the Art in Embassies offices after her husband was confirmed by
the Senate to be the ambassador to Greece. They met with the curator for their project,
who shared with them examples of catalogues from previous exhibitions, including the
one from their predecessor in Athens. The details as explained to them were as follows:
•

They would choose a theme for themselves, and AIE would provide websites of
various galleries and artists to explore to get an idea of artwork that is available.

•

The budget was $14,000, which roughly translated to 14 works of art. This money
would be used to cover crating, shipping the work to and from Athens, and
installation expenses. They were told that they could maximize their money by
having the artwork originate from a particular gallery or geographic location.
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•

The maximum dimensions for artwork are 63” high x 100” wide x 70” deep, in
order for the works to fit in the crates.

•

Once they located an artist or piece that they wanted to have, the curator would
contact the artist to confirm his or her interest in participating in the program and
would arrange all the details. The ambassador and his wife were not required to
contact the artists directly.

•

Their curator gave them the name of a contact in Athens who could assist with
local artists if they still had money available once they arrived at the post.

After learning all this in the initial meeting, the Smith’s went home and searched through
the various websites that were provided, but were unable to find what they wanted. They
had decided to showcase artists from Colorado and the West, and ended up contacting
galleries in Colorado and asking relatives there for recommendations. The difficulty in
selecting works from a distance was the challenge of getting a clear sense of the color and
size of an artwork. The Smiths ended up selecting twelve pieces of varying sizes that
were shipped to Athens. She then solicited the assistance of some embassy staff to help
her determine on which walls to place the art. In the end, the twelve works still left three
large wall spaces to be filled. The Public Affairs staff contacted a local collector who had
offered to loan the embassy items from their collection. The majority of the collection did
not fit in with the theme of the exhibition, however, so the staff were left trying to figure
out what might be incorporated into the exhibition to help fill the remaining space. At the
time that I contacted her, they were still waiting to make the decision on the additional
pieces and had held off on publishing their pamphlet until the exhibition was finalized.
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Traditionally, AIE designs a soft-cover catalogue to accompany the exhibition. Due to
budget restraints, the funding for this exhibition only covered the cost of a pamphlet to be
distributed to visitors at the residence.
While I do not know where the remaining works came from, I do know that the
exhibition was completed in time for an opening reception held in September 2011. I was
invited to attend this event, however, I decided it was not the best post for my case study
so I passed up the invitation to travel to Greece. Initially, it had seemed like a perfect
opportunity since I would have been able to make observations and interview guests on
the day of the event. I turned it down upon learning that the primary purpose for the event
was to introduce the embassy’s new Public Affairs Officer and Cultural Affairs Officer to
their key contacts in Athens as well as to members of the press. Since the PAO and CAO
were new to their positions, no further plans had been made in relation to their AIE
exhibition, and they “can’t be sure how much time they’ll be able to devote to the Art in
Embassies over the next few months.” I decided that I would prefer to find an embassy
that was utilizing their exhibition to their fullest advantage, particularly in the area of
education.

So Many Embassies, So Little Time
Armed with logistical knowledge of how Art in Embassies operates, it was my
goal to determine how education makes its way into the program. With 180 exhibitions
throughout the world at any given time, excluding permanent collections, I was sure that
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there would be plenty of good options to study. I contacted the AIE assistant curator who
had sent me the book with the hope that she could help narrow down my search by
recommending sites to contact regarding their use of their respective exhibitions. She
posed the question to all of the AIE curators at a staff meeting and came back to me with
a short list of four posts that they felt were particularly active in educational outreach and
programming. The U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik, Iceland was on the list based on the
curators’ knowledge of the programming focused on art and culture that was made
available there. The other recommended embassies were Mexico City, the temporary
exhibition in Seoul, and the permanent collection in Beijing (personal communication,
April 20, 2011). It is my belief that the U.S. Embassy in Iceland’s use of social media
was a factor in why the AIE staff identified it as a suitable site of study.
The assistant curator provided me with contact information for the Public Affairs
Officers at several posts, both the ones suggested by AIE and for places I was interested
in exploring. I sent introductory letters to these people via email in order to gauge interest
and see who might be willing to assist with my research. After several dead ends, I
received a positive response from Laura Gritz, the Public Affairs Officer in Reykjavik,
who said that she would need to discuss the possibility with Ambassador Luis Arreaga,
but that, in general, they were happy to discuss the exhibition and she thought they could
cooperate with me for my research. I felt that Reykjavik was a good fit for my research
based on what I found on the embassy’s website: iceland.usembassy.gov. It was one of
the few embassy sites I scoured that gave any indication of involvement with Art in
Embassies, and they did so on the homepage. The Art in Embassies section encouraged
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visitors to download the PDF version of the catalogue, view images from the opening
reception in the photo gallery, and watch videos of curator Bob Soppelsa giving both a
long and short tour of the exhibition. You can imagine my relief when I received official
approval from Ambassador Arreaga and Laura Gritz to use Reykjavik for my case study
in October 2011. I set about making travel plans right away.

THE SAGA CONTINUES
I booked my trip to Iceland for December 5-13, 2011. When I first decided to
pursue my research interests surrounding Art in Embassies, I never would have imagined
that I would be going to Reykjavik, a place I had never before considered as a travel
destination. When I first began looking for a site to study, I was optimistic about the
possibilities given the global scope of Art in Embassies. Much to my surprise, there
turned out to be few justifiable options given my preference to identify an embassy that
used the art for educational purposes. Looking at the confirmation email from Icelandair,
I could not believe that I would be headed to Reykjavik in six short weeks.
In the weeks leading up to my departure, I made plans for how I would conduct
my research while I was in Reykjavik. My first step was to contact Laura Gritz to inform
her of the dates of my visit so that we could set up meetings. I gave myself eight days in
Iceland to allow for some flexibility in case things had to be rescheduled while I was
there. The goal for my research trip was to interview Ambassador Arreaga and his wife
Mary, Laura Gritz and the other Public Affairs staff, and visitors who had seen the
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exhibition, in order to ascertain the impact of Art in Embassies at that post. Laura was
instrumental in setting up these meetings. Later, after discovering that the U.S. Embassy
collaborated on the exhibition with the Canadian Embassy, I decided to interview
Canadian Ambassador to Iceland Alan Bones to learn more about their involvement. I
sent an email to the Canadian Embassy to schedule that appointment. I was unable to set
up appointments with people who had seen the exhibition prior to my trip since the
Public Affairs staff had yet to provide me with any names, but I was hopeful that they
would help me with this once I got there.
Initiating my investigation, I needed to make sure I had lists of questions for each
of the various interviews I planned to conduct (See Appendix A). I wanted to be well
prepared, for I knew that I would not have the opportunity to return for a second visit to
answer any remaining questions. And while the Internet makes it much easier to
communicate internationally, the time difference and busy nature of diplomatic work had
me worried that if I was not able to gather all the data I needed, then it would be very
difficult to complete my research on time.
Prior to my site visit, I read related research and literature, some of which is
discussed in Chapter Two. I also interviewed Bob Soppelsa, AIE curator responsible for
working with the Arreagas to create the exhibition. Having worked at AIE for nine years
after retiring from a career in academia, Bob has had the opportunity to work with many
embassies. Bob said he does his best to put meaning in an exhibition so that it can be
useful to the ambassador. Bob recommended Reykjavik because “they have really been
using the program the way we hope they will” (personal communication, November 17,
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2011). At Soppelsa’s suggestion I contacted Kathleen Walsh, an artist featured in the
exhibition who is also the wife of a diplomat and former contributor to AIE and therefore
very familiar with the program. I spoke to her before my trip in order to secure her
perspective. Each of these conversations provided another layer of information and
understanding about Art in Embassies, but I still had so many questions. Gathering these
perspectives about the value of art for diplomacy beforehand helped me to better
understand the work that AIE does and to structure my interviews in a way that would be
most beneficial. I now describe my experience in Iceland.

Day One
I arrived in Reykjavik at six o’clock in the morning after a full day of traveling.
Not yet acclimated to the six-hour time difference, I took a nap upon checking into the
hotel and missed the sunrise. I was curious as to when it would set and what time the sun
would make an appearance the next day. Not knowing how much daylight remained, I
grabbed a quick lunch and set out to explore the city. Strolling down Laugevegar, the
historical shopping district known for its nightlife, there seemed to be much less hustle
and bustle than in other European capital cities I have visited. The city center proved
easily walkable, even in the winter weather, thanks to the heated sidewalks. Many of the
main roads in the city are heated with geothermal energy in order to avoid having to
shovel and plow the snow. I was impressed with the Icelanders’ use of this abundant
natural resource.
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Despite its long history, Reykjavik is anything but ancient, and the modern
Scandinavian aesthetic meshed well with the stark beauty of the Icelandic environment. I
was able to get a bird’s eye view of the city and the surrounding mountains by going to
the top of Hallgrimskirkja, the Lutheran church that dominates the skyline. Completed in
1974, the church was designed to resemble the basalt lava columns found throughout
Iceland. In front of the church is a statue of Iceland-born Leif Eriksson, who is said to be
the first European to set foot in North America, nearly 500 years before Columbus. The
statue was a gift from the United States in 1930 to commemorate the 1,000-year
anniversary of the Alþingi, Iceland’s first parliament, established at Þingvellir in 930,
which is now found along the popular tourist route known as the “Golden Circle.”
Alexander Stirling Calder, father to the artist by the same name who became famous for
his mobile sculptures in the twentieth century, designed the statue. The Leif Eriksson
Memorial is as symbolic to Icelanders as the Statue of Liberty is to citizens of the United
States.
As suggested by the memorial, Icelanders are extremely proud of their rich
cultural heritage. Icelandic is the official language and is considered one of the
cornerstones of Icelandic culture, due to the country’s strong literary heritage. Icelandic is
an insular language, meaning that it has changed little over the centuries and has not been
influenced by other languages (People & Society, n.d.). This seems to be a point of pride,
for during my trip several people mentioned that it is common for Icelanders to be able to
read the sagas in the original language. Though the country’s cultural production was
largely limited to the sagas for much of its history, things have certainly changed.
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According to www.iceland.is, the official tourism website, the country is known for its
dynamic cultural scene. This is evident by the fact that,
From the ancient sagas to award-winning films, Icelanders are a generally writing,
acting, composing, designing, painting, sculpting, and all-round creating bunch.
Many locals have “creative” professions and of those who don’t, many sing in a
choir, play an instrument, write poetry, design clothing, knit, or have another vent
for their creative energy. (Arts & culture, n.d.)
The arts are important to the Icelandic people. The museums in Reykjavik are all
easily accessible from the city center and feature exhibitions ranging from the Making of
a Nation (complete with carved drinking horns a la the Vikings) at the National Museum
of Iceland to those highlighting Icelandic artists at the National Gallery and showcasing
contemporary art and design at the Reykjavik Art Museum. The Culture House is a
“venue for Icelandic cultural heritage in a nutshell,” and features exhibitions of national
treasures borrowed from various Icelandic cultural institutions (Arts & culture, n.d.).
Contemporary art has become an important aspect of Icelandic art, and I noticed galleries
throughout Reykjavik. With Iceland topping the lists of best places to visit in 2012 and
its convenient location between continental Europe and the U.S., it seems as if Icelandic
culture is on the map like it has never been before.
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Figure 3. View from the top of Hallgrimskirkja. Image courtesy of the author.

After descending from the observation tower, I walked along the shoreline
making my way over to the Harpa Concert Hall and Conference Centre that I had read so
much about. Along the way, I was struck by the beauty of a shiny steel sculpture of a
Viking-age ship situated next to the water. The contemporary interpretation of an ancient
vessel was yet another example of the importance of Icelandic cultural heritage in the
present day.
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Figure 4. Jon Gunnar Arnason, Solfar (Sun-craft), 1986. Image courtesy of the author.

Just down the road lay Harpa. The stunning, state-of-the-art structure, opened in May
2011, was designed by the Danish firm Henning Larson Architects in cooperation with
Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson, who is responsible for the façade of large glass
bricks intended to reflect the city and to be lit up with bright LED lights at night. The
goals for the project listed on Harpa’s website illustrate the value placed on culture in
Iceland. The space was envisioned to,
create a strong cultural image, drawing the world's attention to Iceland and
Reykjavík, to strengthen the country's position in the international competition in
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the fields of culture and travel, to create the right facilities to host international
cultural events and to improve facilities as to better receive world renowned
artists, to enrich the Icelandic cultural life and to establish international cultural
connections, and to create a first rate facility for the Iceland Symphony Orchestra.
(About Harpa, n.d.)
Just as Harpa is meant to attract visiting artists to Iceland, Icelandic artists are in an
international dialogue, exhibiting their works abroad and appearing more frequently in
institutions around the world (Visual art, n.d.). I was awed by the space, inside and out,
and felt that the project succeeded in illustrating Iceland’s commitment to culture to the
international artistic community.

Figure 5. Exterior of Harpa just before Christmas. Image courtesy of the author.
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At this point in the day it was getting dark, so I decided to head back to the hotel to
prepare for my first interview the following morning.

Day Two
Even though I stayed up way too late contemplating my interview questions, I
woke up before my alarm, anxious to start the day. It was strange getting ready while it
was still pitch black outside. I grabbed my map and hit the streets, hoping I would not get
lost trying to find the Canadian Embassy. I was headed to the Canadian Embassy because
I had arranged a meeting with Ambassador Alan Bones to find out more about the
Canadian Embassy’s involvement with Art in Embassies and to gain his perspective on
the value of art for diplomacy. I learned that the Canadian Embassy had contributed to
this project in the first pages of the catalogue that accompanied the AIE exhibition. It
features an introduction by Ambassador and Mrs. Arreaga as well as one from
Ambassador Bones. As it turns out, the Canadian Embassy supported the exhibition by
partially funding the catalogue and covering all expenses related to the opening reception,
which the U.S. Embassy did not have the available funds to pay for. This was the first
time an AIE exhibition became a bi-national project and both partied involved considered
it to be immensely successful, since the art represents the relationships between the U.S.,
Canada, and Iceland. I was, however, disappointed to learn that despite a career in the
foreign service Ambassador Bones had not heard about Art in Embassies prior to a
conversation with Ambassador Arreaga, who mentioned that they were bringing in art
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that was primarily from the Pacific Northwest and that many of the artists were Canadian
citizens. It was interesting to hear the story of how the Canadians got involved before I
had even seen the exhibition. I could not wait to do so later that afternoon.
In between meetings and on the weekend, I wanted to explore the cultural
institutions in Reykjavik and the natural wonders in the surrounding area in an effort to
fully immerse myself in Icelandic culture. Following my first meeting, I walked to my
hotel as the sun was rising. I went a different route than I had come so that I could check
out the main square and the building that houses parliament. Alþingi takes up one side of
the square and the handsome stone building has a wonderful garden in the back that is
open to visitors. Though the benches had too much snow on them to sit down, I enjoyed
looking at the snow-covered sculptures and imaging what the site must look like in the
summer when the flowers are in bloom. At the recommendation of Ambassador Bones, I
popped into Domkirkjan, the modest Lutheran cathedral, which predates Hallgrimskirkja
and is of historical significance, for it was inside that the Lutheran church of Iceland first
officially endorsed Icelandic independence. I then paid a visit to the Culture House before
heading to the U.S. Embassy.
Located on a quiet street, the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik is fairly nondescript, but
for the armed security guards stationed on the sidewalk outside. I had been instructed to
go through security at the embassy entrance, where I had to relinquish my phone and
camera to the guards. Public Affairs Officer Laura Gritz met me and took me upstairs to
her office, where I was to interview her and three members of the Public Affairs staff.
They will remain unnamed, however, I will refer to them by title: Public Affairs
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Assistant/Culture; Public Affairs Assistant/Media; and Public Affairs Assistant/New
Media.
The Public Affairs section within an embassy is responsible for all media and
cultural outreach, and for handling social media. This encompasses educational outreach
and cultural exchanges. The Public Affairs section in Reykjavik is small, comprised of
four people. Each staff member plays a particular role, however, they must work together
to do a successful job. The Culture Assistant organizes the cultural and educational
outreach as well as the grants they administer for cultural exchanges. The Media
Assistant handles the embassy’s media outreach and also manages the website. The New
Media Assistant was in his first week on the job, and therefore had no experience with
Art in Embassies, but he was able to learn more about it in the course of the interview. He
was brought in to manage their social networking sites, which is a valuable tool at this
particular post given that the vast majority of the Icelandic population is connected to the
Internet and more than half are active on Facebook. Through our conversation, the Public
Affairs staff provided me with an overview of how they have utilized the exhibition since
it was installed in February 2011, and how they have used social media and technology to
educate the public and increase awareness of their efforts. The success of the exhibition
can be attributed to the dedication of the three individuals (excluding the new staff
member) who were committed to working with the Arreaga’s to promote the exhibition,
despite having such a small staff. A detailed account of the interviews is discussed in
Chapter Four. Following the meeting, the Culture Assistant gave me a tour of the
exhibition in the residence, which is connected to the embassy building. It was extremely
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helpful to see the works in situ after all this time, especially since they were busy
decorating the house for the holidays. The Art in Embassies exhibition combined with
works that the Arreaga’s have collected over the years juxtaposed nicely with the
Christmas décor. I looked forward to returning to the embassy the next day to speak with
Ambassador and Mrs. Arreaga about their experience with Art in Embassies and how
having the art in their residence impacted the way they conducted diplomacy.

Figure 6. Betsy Gandy, Excavations: Large Charging Bison, 2005, with holiday décor.
Image courtesy of the author.
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Day Three
I woke up early on the morning I was to interview Ambassador and Mrs. Arreaga,
convinced I would never get used to it being so dark most of the time. I bundled up and
braced myself for the cold walk, because it had snowed through the night and was still
flurrying a little. While the average temperature during my stay was about 20˚
Fahrenheit, with little fluctuation between day and night, I was pleased with my packing
abilities. This girl from Texas managed to stay warm the entire time.
On my second visit to the U.S. Embassy I was invited to enter through the front
door of the ambassador’s residence, which meant that I did not have to go through the
security screening. Laura escorted me in and together we waited a few minutes for
Ambassador Arreaga to join us in the solarium. Because of the layout of the embassy, I
was informed that the ambassador often conducted meetings in the residence because it
was more inviting to visitors. The solarium was a pleasant room with many windows that
looked out into the back garden area. Kathleen Walsh’s Flower in Blue, 2009, hung on
the far wall, making Art in Embassies an integral part of every person’s visit to the
residence, no matter what the purpose of their visit.
With a warm welcome, Ambassador Arreaga shook my hand and we sat down to
discuss his experience with Art in Embassies. His wife, Mary, joined us a few minutes
later. She apologized for the delay, explaining that she had to make breakfast for their
son. It was a school day after all, and this was their home. Following an explanation of
my project, they began to tell me about the process they went through to put together
their exhibition. He said it started as part of the orientation process for new ambassadors.
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The State Department conducts a seminar that is affectionately referred to as “charm
school” where newly appointed ambassadors are briefed on the programs and options
available to them. Having spent their careers in the foreign service, the Arreaga’s had
known about Art in Embassies for years and had expected to work with the program.
They are committed to sharing the exhibition with others and have encouraged their staff
to do so as well. They spoke highly of their experience and were able to share anecdotes
about how the art contributed to the work conducted at the embassy. This activity will be
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter Four.
Following the interview, which Laura sat in on, I met with Laura privately to
discuss some follow up questions I had regarding the interview with the Public Affairs
staff the day before. She was kind enough to clarify some things and then let me take
some pictures of the art in the residence, which I had not been able to do the previous day
since I had to hand over my camera to security. She also gave me a list of a few people
who had attended both the lunch in honor of Bob Soppelsa when he had been in town for
the installation, and the official opening reception for the exhibition that was held a
month later. All the guests were affiliated with arts and culture institutions in Reykjavik. I
spent the afternoon getting in touch with these people, hoping they could find time to
meet with me before my trip concluded. In the end, I was fortunate enough to arrange
meetings with Hafthor Yngvason, director of the Reykjavik Art Museum, and Ingibjörg
Jóhannsdóttir, rector of the Reykjavik School of Visual Arts. I was scheduled to meet
with them in their respective offices on Day Seven, so I had plenty of time to reflect on
what I had learned thus far and regroup for the second round of interviews. A third
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embassy guest, María Karen Sigurðardóttir, director of the Reykjavik Museum of
Photography, was out of the office that week but agreed to answer questions via email.
That evening I made time to relax like a local at one of the many geothermal pools in the
city.

Days Four, Five, and Six
Ambassador Arreaga expressed to me that Icelanders are particularly concerned
with their cultural heritage and have a keen interest in other cultures, as do I. As such, I
felt that visits to the National Museum of Iceland, the Reykjavik Art Museum, the
National Gallery of Iceland, and other local galleries were valuable to my research as I
sought to understand the role art can have in promoting cultural literacy, as well as
diplomacy. I spent the weekend getting to know Iceland better. By allowing for time to
explore Reykjavik and the surrounding area, I had the opportunity to interact with local
Icelanders and truly gain a feel for their country and lifestyle. This was an important
aspect of my project since cultural understanding and relationship building is the primary
objective of cultural diplomacy. Having a personal understanding of how sharing culture
can eliminate barriers helped me to better understand the role AIE can play in fostering
positive relationships.
At the end of my busy weekend, I took time to prepare for my remaining
interviews on Monday morning. I went over my notes and recordings hoping to discover
anything I had missed that I needed to ask about before I left. Looking back at my week, I
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realized just how many firsts I had experienced. I had been to a U.S. Embassy in a
foreign country, interviewed dignitaries, visited glaciers, gone snowmobiling, tried my
hand at ice climbing, witnessed the Northern Lights, seen Icelandic horses, and even tried
puffin. What a trip! I looked forward to my last two days in Iceland, when I would
complete my interviews.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I described the events leading up to my research trip to Reykjavik,
and then detailed my experience and the people I was able to interview while I was
abroad. Back in Austin, I contacted Betsy Gandy. She was the only artist that was able to
attend the opening reception at the embassy, so she was able to describe her experience as
a guest at the ambassador’s residence in addition to what it meant for her to lend works to
the program. I also conducted two more interviews over the phone in January 2012. I
spoke with the senior editor at Art in Embassies and a new staff member hired as a Public
Affairs specialist to work on the public outreach for the 50th anniversary project and
compile a document about “best practices” using AIE around the world.
While my saga is not one of medieval Icelandic prose, it does speak of events and
personal achievements that took place this past year. My research trip was crucial, for it
enabled me to gather the data necessary to answer my research question. I discuss what I
learned through phone interviews and on my trip to Iceland in the chapter that follows.
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Chapter Four: Data and Analysis from Iceland
Upon returning from Iceland, I began to transcribe interviews and analyze the
data collected through the course of my research to find commonalities and differences
within the various perspectives on the value of Art in Embassies. In the following pages,
I analyze the data collected from my interviews to determine if my central research
question was answered. It is my hope that the Art in Embassies staff can use my findings
to gain a richer and more complete understanding of how the exhibitions are used once
they are overseas and what steps could be taken as AIE works to improve their
educational outreach efforts. I categorized my data based on subject matter and in each of
the sections I look at how different people addressed similar themes.

THE ROLE OF ART IN EMBASSIES
According to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, “Art in Embassies intrigues,
educates, and connects, playing an ambassadorial role as important as that of traditional
diplomacy” (ART in Embassies, n.d.). While the program intrigued me from the
beginning, it was less obvious at first how it educates and connects. Through the
conversations that took place during the interviews, I discovered that the exhibition in
Reykjavik was considered invaluable to those who work at the embassy, for it helps them
to connect with the local community and “engage with Icelanders through the things that
we share.” Ambassador Arreaga stressed that it illustrates that we, as Americans, are not
that different from people in other countries. For him, a benefit of Art in Embassies is
that,
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when they begin to judge us for things we do overseas, things such as the invasion
of Iraq or our engagement in Syria, or in Libya, matters that can be a bit
controversial, it enables us to be like, “Wait a minute, before you start judging us
harshly about these things remember that we are not that different from you.
The presentation of art is a way to break down barriers and to understand that the values
that define us as nations are very similar. By using visual art as a tool, the embassy
personnel is better able to educate the public about American culture and values. Art
stimulates conversation among people and serves as an icebreaker with the power to
change people’s minds. The more foreigners understand about the United States and its
people, the easier it is to conduct international relations in a positive manner.
All of this would not be possible without the support of the artists and donors who
make the loan exhibitions happen. I contacted two of the artists whose work is included
in the exhibition in Reykjavik to learn more about their experience with the program.
Betsy Gandy and Kathleen Walsh are friends of the Arregas and were happy to contribute
to the exhibition. Both women expressed similar beliefs as to the value of Art in
Embassies, and their sentiments echoed those of Ambassador Arreaga.
Kathleen learned about Art in Embassies because a man bought a painting from
her for his wife’s birthday and he later became the ambassador to Ecuador and asked
Kathleen to do a solo show in the residence. She ended up traveling to Quito twice
through the American Artists Abroad program, which was initiated in 2002 to encourage
visiting artists to conduct local outreach. Due to budget cuts, it is no longer a formal
program, however, Public Affairs Officers can use post funds to distribute travel grants to
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bring artists over to lead workshops and lectures. Kathleen spoke highly of her
experience as a cultural ambassador in South America, and felt that, “this interaction with
the community is important because locals have fewer encounters with diplomats now
due to heightened security,” which often keeps diplomats in and members of the public
out of the embassy. On her second trip, she brought along a traveling exhibition to share
with others. She offered the choice of four lectures so people could choose what they
wanted to learn about. Many were interested in how to develop an art community and had
questions about conducting critiques and how to put together an exhibition, and she
provided guidelines for how to accomplish these things. Her lectures brought people
together who were excited about moving forward with these ideas. For her, the
experience “heightens my sense of duty as an artist.” Kathleen quoted Colin Powell in
saying that, “peace is won handshake by handshake,” and she believes artists are good at
such activity. She felt that “Art in Embassies is a way to understand that people are more
common than different globally. People are more united than divided.” This belief was a
common thread amongst the individuals I spoke with during my travels.
Betsy Gandy, whose three works from her Excavations series adorn the walls at
the residence in Reykjavik, had a unique experience in that she did not apply to be a part
of Art in Embassies, but was asked to participate. She knew of AIE but had not
considered pursuing it before she received a phone call from the Arreagas asking if she
would consider lending artwork to their exhibition. After furnishing her pieces for the
exhibition at the embassy, she knew she wanted to attend the opening, so she jumped at
the opportunity even though the invitations went out three weeks in advance. She and her
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husband traveled to Iceland for four days and she described her time at the embassy as “a
very gratifying experience.” At the event, she stood in the reception line with Mary
Arreaga and greeted every visitor, many of whom were members of the diplomatic corps
from different countries. The rest of the attendees were local Icelanders. Betsy described
the event as a “very elegant fair,” adding that the Arreagas have “the best chef in
Iceland.” In her opinion, such receptions are “excellent examples of how an ambassador
can bring people of different cultures and mindsets together in a festive manner to
celebrate art and culture.” She believes that “art is in itself a universal language that
everyone can understand. Art in Embassies affords each ambassador the chance to
express his or her feelings without even using words.” While these benefits of Art in
Embassies are valuable, they are difficult to quantify in order to measure in precise terms
the impact of the program.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
If it is not obvious already, one thing that was clear from the interviews is that in
order for Art in Embassies to be successful many people have to dedicate time and
attention to the project. AIE curator Bob Soppelsa worked with Ambassador and Mrs.
Arreaga to put together the exhibition with a budget of $10,000. This is on the low end of
such expenses for Art in Embassies. Bob also traveled to the embassy for the installation,
which is often accomplished by a local curator rather than someone from Art in
Embassies. His visit opened doors for Ambassador Arreaga to invite members of the art
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community in Reykjavik to gather together. While these new connections in the
community were immensely helpful for diplomatic purposes, his trip also created more
work for the Public Affairs section that was responsible for making his travel
arrangements, receiving him, and setting up his initial meetings with Ambassador and
Mrs. Arreaga.
While the Public Affairs section was preparing for the cultural aspects related to
the opening events, the management section of the embassy focused on the logistics that
went into receiving the shipment, getting it through customs, and bringing the crates to
the embassy. This is the same section that maintains the building and handles routine
shipping and procurement of things such as books and computers.
Recognizing the importance of culture in Iceland, Ambassador Arreaga explained
that they tried to find ways to use art to bring both Iceland and the U.S. together by
selecting works that would be of interest to Icelanders. They began by looking at
similarities between the two countries. Geographically, Iceland is north of 60˚ latitude, as
is Alaska. As they began to look for more thematic connections for the exhibition, they
noticed that Iceland is a country that has a special relationship to the sea through the
fisheries culture, which is also similar to Alaska. Having previously been posted in
British Columbia, the Arreagas were familiar with Native American culture from the
Pacific Northwest, which is also dependent on the sea. They saw the exhibition as an
opportunity to connect Iceland and the U.S. by bringing in art that was distinctly North
American and of the sort that would not be well known by Icelanders. They selected
works with the hope that “it would be something new, fresh, on the surface very alien to
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them, but after you scratch the surface, there are some connections that make sense.” By
including works such as Orca Panel and Salmon Plaque by Jim Charlie, Icelanders have
the chance to see those animals through the eyes of someone else, in this case the native
people of the Pacific Northwest. Further connections were made when they realized that
the North American myth behind Randy Stiglitz’ Dzunukwa Mask correlated with the
Icelandic story about Gryla, the troll woman who collects bad children at Christmas and
takes them home to eat. The Public Affairs staff shared these same connections with me.
It was apparent that they were all on the same page when it came to understanding the
exhibition and how they were to speak about it. Bob Soppelsa gave staff members a tour
of the exhibition and the Arreagas saw to it that every person on staff was familiar with
the exhibition and capable of discussing it with visitors. I felt that this was important and
should be encouraged at other posts, if it is not done so already.

WHY ICELAND? THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCATION
The way the Arreagas selected the theme for the exhibition is similar to the
experiences of other ambassadors, for they sought to make connections between the U.S.
and the host country. Cultural diplomacy has a significant impact in a country such as
Iceland that places so much importance on arts and culture. When asked if Icelanders’
interest in other cultures was due to the country’s location and relative isolation, I was
told that it could be attributed to intellectual curiosity more than anything. According to
Ambassador Arreaga another benefit of Art in Embassies lies in the fact that, “Iceland is
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a very small place, but artistically speaking it is extremely creative. It gives us a way to
reach to the people, the population, to connect with them over something they appreciate
as well.” Ambassador Bones seconded this sentiment by stating that,
Iceland is one of the few places I’ve been to where cultural diplomacy has a
visual and lasting impact, where it actually really works. This is a country that
attaches a huge importance to its own culture, which is only natural.
These comments suggest that Art in Embassies might be less utilized at other posts in
countries that do not emphasize arts and culture as being so important and, thus, where
cultural diplomacy appears less effective. This notion warrants further investigation.
When asked why he was so committed to utilizing the AIE exhibition when it
seems that many other posts do not do so to the same extent, Arreaga said that, “I don’t
think we’re that unusual,” citing Laura Gritz’ active and personal interest in promoting
the art as a positive factor in facilitating cultural diplomacy. According to him, the only
thing that was out of the ordinary was the collaboration with the Canadian Embassy. Mrs.
Arreaga pointed out that the collaboration was successful due to the nature of the
exhibition, which might not translate well to other locales. Since the exhibition
highlighted art from native cultures that do not recognize the political borders between
the U.S. and Canada, preferring instead to roam up and down the Northwest coast, this
enabled the Arreagas to highlight the partnership between two governments that is based
on an artistic foundation. While the collaboration with another embassy was
unprecedented, it is my belief that this particular exhibition in Reykjavik stands out for
other reasons as well. I feel that it was successful due in part to the time and effort that
went into the early planning stages to make sure that the exhibition would be innovative
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and of interest to Icelanders. This ties back to the dedication of the Arreagas who set out
to make the most of the opportunity to work with AIE from the beginning. It is also
remarkable for its use of social media to heighten awareness of their efforts.

CHANGING TIMES, SHRINKING BUDGETS
A recurring comment that flowed through my conversations was how the staff at
the embassy had to be creative and make the most of the resources available to them.
First, the size of the embassy staff was a factor. With only a few people working on
planning and promoting the exhibition at such a small post, it was no minor feat that they
pulled everything together. Laura explained that since Art in Embassies had been affected
by recent budget cuts, the catalogues that used to be produced and paid for by AIE had to
be paid for through post funds, if they wanted them printed. Having worked on AIE
programming at other embassies during her career, Laura was “taken aback” at this, and
wanted to pay for the publications rather than rely solely on having the virtual catalogue
available online. Having the art accessible online is beneficial, especially for those who
may not possess the opportunity to view the art otherwise, but the printed catalogue
serves as a useful educational tool and takeaway for visitors to remember the exhibition.
The senior editor at AIE was in charge of the content, but the Public Affairs staff handled
the workload and logistics. They used a designer in Vienna, Austria and worked with a
professional translator and photographer. The management section helped to find a
printer in Reykjavik, for having them printed locally was the only way that the original
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order of 1,000 copies would be available in time for the opening reception. As one can
imagine, Laura said that, “the expenses to us were quite steep,” in terms of both time and
resources.
Though Laura found a way to pay for the publication out of post funds, the
embassy did not have enough representational funds to cover the cost of the reception.
The governmental budget cuts that caused this dilemma resulted in the collaboration with
the Canadian Embassy. This happened somewhat by chance after Mary Arreaga had a
conversation with Ambassador Alan Bones about the program and the logistical issues
they were encountering, namely covering the cost of the opening reception. The U.S.
Embassy did not have the available funds necessary to cover this expense. As luck would
have it, the Canadian Embassy was at the end of its fiscal year and had some surplus
funds that they were willing to share. As Ambassador Bones said, “in a post-2008 world,
shrinking government budgets is something that is more common and we’re certainly not
immune to it and so it’s understandable that really noteworthy projects such as Art in
Embassies are going to get downsized.” They had surplus funds “much to their surprise,”
only because a major event had fallen through. Therefore, the U.S. Embassy arranged the
representational event and handled all the logistics while the Canadian Embassy paid for
it. The invitation stated that the opening was co-hosted by the two countries. The
challenge proved to be completing the preparations in time, for the funds had to be spent
by March 31 and the embassies decided to work together in early-March.
Ambassador Bones had “thought it might be a nice idea to have this project turn
into a bit of a bi-national venture to demonstrate to others how well countries can work
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together and that includes embassies overseas.” Both sides deemed the collaboration a
success, and Ambassador Bones felt that the U.S. Embassy was “getting a lot of mileage
out of it” for a number of mutual contacts in the Icelandic government had made mention
of the exhibition and the catalogue to him. When asked whether such collaboration could
happen at other U.S. embassies, Ambassador Arreaga felt that the answer was yes, given
budget cuts and having to be resourceful in order to accomplish the mission.
Collaboration was particularly relevant to this exhibition given the nature of the works
that were included.

PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE
According to the program, “AIE is a landmark public-private partnership between
the federal government and the American and international art communities” (ART in
Embassies, n.d.). Art in Embassies has its roots in the private sector and the International
Council at MoMA. Only later did it become a part of the State Department in 1963.
Today “most of the bureaucracy of America’s public and cultural diplomacy is now
housed within the State Department, overseen by the Under Secretary of State for Public
Diplomacy and Public Affairs” (Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d., p. 15). This made me wonder
whether AIE was best located within the government or private sector. In posing this
question during interviews, I found the consensus to be that AIE is rightfully at home
within the State Department, however, it would benefit from looking to the nonprofit
community to learn how to make the most of shrinking budgets.
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Ambassador Bones felt that there were pluses and minuses on both sides. In his
opinion, programs are usually more streamlined and easier to administer if housed in a
government agency, but “administrative costs are what really bog everything down.” On
the other hand, “you could make the argument that you get a much more innovative or
dynamic approach” if the program is overseen by a private entity, such as a museum.
It seems Art in Embassies’ position within the State Department allows for unique
access to countries around the world. It would take a much larger staff and considerably
more time and resources for a private institution to conduct the same work in as many
locations. While its government affiliation opens the doors for them to exhibit art around
the world, Art in Embassies still relies on gifts from the private sector when putting
together the exhibitions. From the beginning, AIE has looked to artists, collectors,
galleries, museums, and foundations to lend the art that is sent overseas. The welldesigned exhibition catalogues serve as a publicity tool for cultivating new donors. Most
people are pleased and proud to contribute out of a sense of civic duty and desire to help
their country. For many artists the two to three year loan period has a downside,
especially for those to whom the length of time a work is exhibited might be a hardship
when lending means being unable to sell their art. Regardless of their reasons for giving,
AIE recognizes and celebrates these donors, for they “couldn’t do what we do without the
American public.”
In conjunction with the fiftieth anniversary, Art in Embassies is thanking all the
partners they have had over the years, which now numbers over 20,000. To do so, AIE is
reaching out to the private sector in new ways. The fiftieth anniversary marks the first
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time AIE is soliciting private funds to help cover the cost of the commemorative events
and programs. In contrast, the program marked the fortieth anniversary with the book
about the history of the organization and everything was done using internal staff and
resources. Art in Embassies is also collaborating with the Rhode Island School of Design
(RISD) and the Department of Defense for fiftieth anniversary programming. Students
from RISD will be working with an artist for a project at the U.S. Embassy in Morocco.
The Department of Defense is co-sponsoring a photography exhibition entitled “Serving
Abroad…Through Their Eyes.” The exhibition will consist of photographs submitted by
members of the military and foreign service who have served overseas since 2000. It will
be unveiled “at a private reception on the evening of November 30, 2012 at the
Smithsonian American Art Museum. The exhibit will then travel to the Pentagon, the
U.S. Embassy in Kabul, and other prominent national and international locations”
(Serving abroad photo call out, n.d.). Whether with a government agency or private
institution, collaboration is key to the success of Art in Embassies, a program that
manages to do many things on a shoestring budget.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
The interviews revealed differing stories about how education makes its way into
Art in Embassies. Culture communicates, however, programs and events must be devised
in order for the message to be shared. Art in Embassies serves as an extension of the
cultural affairs section at the embassy, though ultimately it is the Public Affairs Officer’s
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job to create programs. New exhibitions give them emerging material to work with,
which is beneficial as PAOs need to be able to show what they have accomplished in
terms of local engagement. I had been told that a Public Affairs Officer/Cultural Affairs
Officer (PAO/CAO) Toolkit is available for people to use as a resource for public
programming ideas. No one in Iceland knew what I was referring to when I inquired
about that. Instead, Ambassador Arreaga felt that,
In this particular case, it was the embassy that came up with the ideas. Art in
Embassies has been extremely supportive and welcoming and I hope they will
share our experience with other embassies. Other embassies have wonderful
programs, no doubt about that.
One obstacle to public programming occurs when the ambassador at a given post is not
eager to use art as a tool for diplomacy. Not all ambassadors are as interested in public
diplomacy as is Ambassador Arreaga. I did learn, however, that even if the ambassador is
not enthusiastic about art, some embassies elect to make use of the art anyway. AIE sends
talking points, and ambassadors often come around as they start to understand the value
of the program and how it may be utilized. The residence serves as an extension of the
embassy and ambassadors want to make a favorable impression. Art on the walls helps
them to do so, whether or not they are interested in talking about art.
The embassy in Reykjavik had three main events specifically related to their
exhibition. This was less than I had anticipated, given the recommendation from the
curatorial staff at Art in Embassies. As Laura Gritz explained during our interview, the
first event was a soft opening for Bob Soppelsa during his visit. She said,
It all happened pretty quickly and so we actually had a lunch, called a
representational event. In short, in the State Department you have program funds,
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which are used to pay for events such as a seminar, or a speaker, or a musician.
Representational funds are to pay for food, alcohol, or entertainment that is hosted
by an embassy official. So our ambassador hosted a lunch in honor of Bob
Soppelsa and we invited leaders in the art and museum community in Reykjavik.
Top people from top museums all came and we had a very nice turnout. It was a
small, focused event and Bob gave all of them a tour. He was here a very short
time and the focus of his visit was to install the exhibit. Then about a month later,
we did have a reception, which was co-hosted by the Canadian ambassador. We
had about 100 people and that’s how we staged the opening of the exhibition.
The larger event co-hosted by the Canadian ambassador was for the range of embassy
and cultural and media contacts. I had the opportunity to speak with two of the attendees
at both the lunch and the larger reception while I was in Reykjavik. A third, María Karen
Sigurðardóttir, director of the Reykjavik Museum of Photography, responded to questions
via email. I was surprised to learn that Ambassador Arreaga was the first U.S.
ambassador to invite them to see an exhibition at the embassy. Ingibjörg Jóhannsdóttir,
rector of the Reykjavik School of Visual Arts, had never heard of AIE, but knew that
Icelandic embassies abroad had a similar program. Hafthor Yngvason, director of the
Reykjavik Art Museum, had heard of AIE, but had no direct experience with it before
now. He also mentioned the Icelandic equivalent of AIE, explaining that Icelandic
embassies,
borrow works from the Reykjavik Art Museum and the National Gallery to have
art on the walls of the residences with the idea that the ambassador can introduce
Icelandic culture and Icelandic artists and even make an attempt to create
opportunities for Icelandic artists abroad…there are a couple of Icelandic
ambassadors abroad that are very knowledgeable, cultural ambassadors for
Iceland. For instance, the ambassador in Berlin, to Germany, and a few others
who have really functioned that way but most of them couldn’t care less about
what they have on the walls.
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He was very impressed with the way Ambassador Arreaga worked with the Canadian
ambassador and how some of the artists were from British Columbia, which he thought
was “both daring and a striking statement on the part of the embassy and the ambassador
and going beyond borders.” Both he and Ingibjörg cited curiosity as the main reason why
they accepted his invitation. Hafthor had met Ambassador Arreaga prior to this when he
gave him a tour of the museum and had seen the Arreagas at concerts and various other
cultural events. All three visitors agreed that the current Art in Embassies exhibition was
successful, based on their experience and that they would love to see future exhibitions in
the ambassador’s residence.
The third event that was focused on the exhibition was Culture Night in August
2011. At this point in the conversation, the Public Affairs assistants, all from Iceland,
explained the purpose of Culture Night. The Culture Assistant stated that,
Culture Night basically is organized by Visit Reykjavik and the city and a lot of
the artists and various arenas can contribute. People open their houses, there are
poetry readings in houses, there are waffles all over, and exhibitions going on
everywhere. For this year, we also had the anniversary of the sister city with
Seattle so we [the U.S. Embassy] also had a big presence in city hall due to that.
A lot of American art in various locations. It was also the opening of the jazz
festival.
Culture Night is an all-day event that starts in the morning and culminates with a
fireworks display in the evening. All participating locations remain open until around
midnight, including all the museums. I learned that it is the biggest cultural event in
Iceland. Their independence day and gay pride day are also celebrated in a big way;
however, nothing offers such a wide variety of options as Culture Night, when hundreds
of events happen around town in a single day. The Culture Assistant explained that “all
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venues, theaters, opera houses have something going on. Harpa had something in every
room all day. Same with city hall.” Everyone agreed that it was an excellent time for
visitors to come if they wanted to see a showcase of what is going on with the arts in
Iceland. The U.S. Embassy did something it had never done before, and that was to have
an open house during Culture Night. Laura Gritz explained that,
Open houses are popular. We wanted ours to have an anchor and not just come
see the house. It was billed as an open house featuring an art exhibition in the
ambassador’s home. And that was the central point of the open house. Had about
100 people, which was a good turnout when competing with several hundred
events. The key point was it shared a message of openness- that anybody could
come with very minimal security screening and walk through.
The Media Assistant added that “the media picked up on it and they noted that this was
the first time that the U.S. ambassador’s residence had ever been open to the public and it
was a very positive report.”
While these three events were focused on the exhibition only, the ambassador’s
residence is used for almost all official receptions, dinners, and lunches that he hosts. At
the time of the interview, there had been close to 50 events held in the residence since the
art had been installed, and visitors see the exhibition at every one of them. Art is part of
every speech Arreaga makes, for they position the ambassador’s podium in the middle of
the main living room between the two masks in the exhibition. While not the primary
focus of these events, in this way art always becomes part of the conversation. Laura
added:
It offers a safe, neutral ground for people to discuss. You may have people there
discussing security or political issues or all manner of issues involved with the
U.S.– Iceland bilateral relationship. But people can always find common ground
when it comes to art. And this exhibition in particular ties very nicely with
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Iceland. Whales, salmon, birds, creatures that are very common here in Iceland.
People seem to like that the most.
When asked whether they had considered expanding their programming to include tours
and more public events, Laura stated that,
For me, having served all over the world, you have to tailor your public
diplomacy approach to what is going on in that country at the time. There are
countries in the world that maybe radio is still the best way to reach people. Those
countries are still doing things that we might consider old-fashioned. Bringing in
school groups, having more public events, you really have to look at the
landscape of what’s going on in the country and capture the moment.
They have not offered tours for schools, artists, and other local groups, but “would
certainly entertain that” idea, especially now that they have another employee on the
Public Affairs team. Laura went on to explain the challenges associated with public
affairs, such as when,
we think of an idea or plan one question is always do we have enough manpower
to do it? In Public Affairs, whenever you take something on you always want to
make sure you will be able to do it well. If you are spread too thin then it’s not
going to be done well and it’s not going to create a good impression. For example,
we do bring in university students for a presentation. Six groups a year. Could we
do 15 or 20? Probably, but we have to manage our resources in a way that we can
reach the audience. One thing is that it is a home with people living there and we
need to check and arrange. The ambassador and his wife have been extremely
open and let me take a contact in at any time…you have to balance that it is a
private home with getting people in there. So the primary events have been ones
that the ambassador hosts that people are invited to.
She told me that while they have not utilized any of the formal exchange programs
available through the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, they have done the
exact same thing but just paid for and arranged it themselves. The U.S. embassy flew in a
Latin jazz musician and an opera singer to perform in the past year. They have also
sponsored an upcoming series called the TALK Lecture & Visitor Series, during which
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four American curators and art experts are coming over to give lectures at the Reykjavik
Art Museum. One reason it is feasible for them do pay for these types of programs is that
the cost of flights from the U.S. to Reykjavik is relatively cheap, whereas if someone
from South Africa, for example, wanted to bring in an American scholar or artist it would
be much more costly.
The visitors I spoke with felt that the local community would benefit from other
programs and tours being offered. Hafthor Yngvason looked at it as a way to “humanize
the face of the embassy,” which could only be positive in combating anti-Americanism.
He mentioned the library that the U.S. used to run in Reykjavik. He said it served as a
cultural center that housed American books, music, fiction, and nonfiction works on
history, government, foreign policy, culture, and economics. He remembered going there
to borrow records and flip through art books, and recognized it as a “very, very important
part of American work in Europe and abroad to make people understand something about
the United States.” Before 1994, the U.S. operated over 150 of these libraries overseas.
Extensive cutbacks in 1994 lead to the closure of most of these centers, with their
contents being donated to local libraries and universities (Sablosky, 2003, p. 14). Hafthor
believed these libraries played a significant role in society, and many people used them.
Later he would attend graduate school in America and live and work in the U.S. for 23
years. When asked if the Internet and the accessibility of information made up for the loss
of the library, he said that it is different, since when you go to a place “you interact with
people and engage with the culture, but on the Internet you don’t necessarily get a sense
of the culture.”
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Ingibjörg Jóhannsdóttir suggested that lectures on American art and school tours
would make great programs. In her view, the main function of embassies in society today
is to get across all kinds of information and to encourage cultural connections. There
were several schools in the neighborhood close to the embassy and she felt that it would
be a nice gesture to reach out to them in order to facilitate that exchange of ideas.

MAKING CONNECTIONS USING SOCIAL MEDIA
Following the conversation about the exhibition-related events, the interview with
the Public Affairs staff turned to a discussion about their use of social media for
educational purposes, which they felt was a good way to direct their resources given that
social media was extremely popular in Iceland. According to them, Iceland has 99%
literacy and Internet connectivity, with 60% of the entire population on Facebook. Laura
explained that as they were planning for the exhibition, the embassy was also preparing
to expand their social media efforts. The exhibition was ready near the time they were set
to launch the new website. They chose the Art in Embassies exhibition to be the flagship
item on the homepage because they wanted the site to have a local connection. When the
website was launched it featured information about Art in Embassies and pictures of the
art and from the opening reception. At the same time, they utilized Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube to increase their outreach efforts to get the word out about the work of the
U.S. Embassy. She suggested that this,
Might be why this exhibition stood out to Art in Embassies because we went to
such great lengths. In our view, this makes it accessible to everyone, even people
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who aren’t coming to an event at the house can get online and see it. That was
self-generated from us. Nobody told us what to do but this is a creative group.
Since “liking” US Embassy Reykjavik Iceland on Facebook, I have been the recipient of
many informational status updates about the work they do and important events relevant
to both Icelanders and Americans. I have learned that they are a “proud sponsor of the
Tectonic Music Festival” featuring the works of American composer John Cage. They
hosted a reception in honor of U.S. born violinist Hilary Hahn after a concert at Harpa
where students from the Reykjavik Music School and Iceland School for the Arts were in
attendance. They also invited a group of university students to visit and find out more
about the embassy. The U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik provided links to President Obama’s
State of the Union Address, recent speeches by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and
Ambassador Arreaga’s lecture commemorating the seventieth anniversary of the U.S.–
Iceland relationship. On a less serious note, they polled people for their Super Bowl picks
and asked for their favorite recipes in conjunction with the Food and Fun Festival. With
2,684 “likes” as of the time of writing, it seems that Facebook has been a very useful tool
for communicating with Icelanders and anyone interested in learning about the U.S. and
Iceland.
The embassy also uses Facebook to share links to Ambassador Arreaga’s blog
(http://ambassadorblogiceland.blogspot.com/), which he has kept since two weeks after
his arrival at post in 2010. He routinely posts updates about his experiences in Iceland,
work related and otherwise. He details his dealings with Icelandic institutions and
businesses and highlights the importance of these connections to the U.S. Many posts
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describe his introduction to Icelandic culture, such as the first time he summoned the
courage to eat the Icelandic delicacy skata, or putrified ray. After reading that particular
post, I was not so adventurous during my stay. He also mentions what it is like to
experience familiar things, such as Thanksgiving, New Year’s Eve, and the Super Bowl,
in a foreign country. Overall, I think his blog is beneficial for those who want to learn
more about the daily life of a diplomat and what it is like to live and work abroad. It helps
to humanize the embassy by illustrating that he has much in common with those from his
country and others around him.
I should mention that the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik is not unique in its use of
social media. Many other U.S. embassies have Facebook pages, for example. It seems
that it is a sign of the times, with many embassies recognizing that the people they want
to communicate with are online and that is the easiest way to interact with them. Mary
Arreaga said that her “guess is that embassies in the future will do more of this. If you
look at a lot of embassy websites, I think they are not where people would like them to
be.” Ambassador Arreaga added that, “It’s not easy. As an institution, we’re not very
agile when it comes to social media” in reference to the State Department. It will take
time, no doubt, but the success of using social media as a diplomatic tool in Iceland could
pave the way for more community engagement in other developed countries.
In speaking with Art in Embassies staff, I learned that they, too, are striving for a
greater presence on the Internet. As mentioned previously, they launched a newly
designed website in 2011 that was years in the making. Their ultimate goal for the new
and improved AIE website is for it to serve as a resource for artists, teachers, and students
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who can go there to learn more about contemporary artists and the power of art for
diplomacy.

CONCLUSION
As this chapter illustrates, the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik has been proactive in
utilizing their Art in Embassies exhibition from the outset. They have put a tremendous
amount of work into conducting effective cultural diplomacy and deserve to be
commended for their efforts. While mostly pleased with my findings about what they
have done and how others have perceived it, I feel that there is always room for
improvement. The final chapter examines and explains the meaning of what I found out
through my interviews, and presents my recommendations for Art in Embassies, as well
as ideas for future research on related topics.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations
This chapter provides insight into the meaning of the conversations about Art in
Embassies that took place in Iceland and over the phone. Through these discussions, I
sought to answer my central research question by learning more about the current
purpose of the Art in Embassies program and how the AIE exhibition in Reykjavik is
used for education and cultural diplomacy. I sought to learn what occurred before and
during the time an Art in Embassies exhibition is sent overseas, and some sense of
people’s response to it. After a description of the meaning of what I learned, this chapter
focuses on my recommendations and ideas for future research related to art and
diplomacy.

THE POWER OF ART FOR DIPLOMACY
My initial goal for this research was to determine the educational value of Art in
Embassies. Each of the foreign visitors I spoke with said that they came away with new
knowledge about the United States and its history and values, suggesting the power of art
to communicate such ideas. When asked about his experience with the exhibition,
Ambassador Alan Bones said that he had been to a number of dinner parties at the
ambassador’s residence where people had been “quite arrested by the art.” He went on to
say that, “the number of people I have seen who have stopped in mid-sentence to admire
a piece on the walls is really quite remarkable.” While it is the hope that an AIE
exhibition can make viewers think more favorably about the United States, admiring the
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art does not necessarily translate into support for U.S. foreign policy. Bones’ views do at
least support the belief that art has the power to communicate cross-culturally.
Hafthor Yngvason believed that the exhibition was “very successful, nicely
installed, well presented.” What impressed him was that while Icelanders are familiar
with the U.S. art world, especially in New York, the exhibition offered a different point
of view from contemporary artists working with traditional themes. He brought up an
engaging point in that the U.S. is a big country with many cultures, but that is not
something Europeans necessarily understand. Alaska is as different from Texas as
Arkansas is to Ireland. He felt that,
one thing that the embassies do or need to do or should do and I think the
American embassy is doing under Arreaga, is to present a new cultural view of
the States that is basically saying that this is a country of authentic culture that is
not New York.
I agree with this viewpoint. Introducing Icelanders to the culture of the Pacific Northwest
illustrates to visitors that the U.S. is comprised of many vibrant cultures, with which they
may not be familiar.
In discussing what she enjoyed about the exhibition, Ingibjörg Jóhannsdóttir
offered a similar point of view. She explained the impact that the two photographs of
Eskimo women from the Library of Congress Photographic Archives had on her.
Included at the behest of curator Bob Soppelsa, Ingibjörg, who studied art in New York,
felt that the,
photographs were original and of high quality and gave me something that I
didn’t have before and made me think of how complicated American history is
and it made me think of many things. It surprised me because I thought of myself
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as being knowledgeable about that and I saw that my understanding of American
art was limited to Jackson Pollock and after.
Statements such as this further illustrate the value of utilizing art as a tool for diplomacy
and suggest the impact Art in Embassies can have. She felt that putting more energy into
the field of cultural diplomacy “helps or is working to the main purpose of getting better
understanding and goodwill across to others. AIE is a great way of doing this. It shows
who you are, what the nation stands for, and what you have been doing.” That is what we
can hope all Art in Embassies exhibitions, temporary or permanent, are able to achieve.
The mission of Art in Embassies states that,
AIE’s exhibitions allow foreign citizens, many of whom might never travel to the
United States, to personally experience the depth and breadth of our artistic
heritage and values, making what has been called a: “footprint that can be left
where people have no opportunity to see American art.” (Mission Statement, n.d.)
While the current exhibition at the ambassador’s residence in Reykjavik is in keeping
with the mission, it is my opinion that there is often a disconnect between the stated
mission of AIE and what happens at the post. This is primarily due to the subjective
nature of how the exhibition can be used after it is installed, which depends entirely on
the ambassador and Public Affairs staff and how they choose to utilize it. Individuals at
both AIE and the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik expressed that the level of commitment to
cultural diplomacy on the part of any ambassador varies widely. It seems it would be
more beneficial if a structured reporting system were in place that would enable Art in
Embassies to keep track of each exhibition, how it is showcased, and how many foreign
citizens are able to experience the art through the exhibition. This would enable AIE to
monitor the impact of the program and ascertain where their time and fiscal resources are
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perhaps most well spent. The goal of AIE is well intended, but they should also provide
the support necessary to allow embassy staff to conduct effective cultural diplomacy
using art as a tool to help foster mutual understanding. This idea and other
recommendations will be explained in the following section.

RECOMMENDATIONS
“American culture and the American people are the best assets for communicating
values, diversity, and democracy,” and the U.S. government should be committed to
conducting cultural diplomacy at the highest level (Center for Arts and Culture, 2003, p.
8). As indicated by the anecdotes that I collected, Art in Embassies can help bring people
together and instill a greater appreciation of American culture and values. A strategic,
long-term plan should be made for U.S. cultural diplomacy if effective programs are to be
developed and maintained. This plan would include strengthening existing programs,
such as AIE, and working to identify and fulfill any needs not addressed by programs that
are already established. Making a long-term commitment to cultural diplomacy would
require changes in policy and increases in funding. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, in
her confirmation hearing, argued that “smart power in foreign policy includes the use of
culture as a valuable diplomatic tool” (Ayers, 2010, p. 2). She is not the only one who has
spoken out in favor of making a stronger national commitment to cultural diplomacy (p.
24); however, few strides are evident in that direction.
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Funding
Art in Embassies is at a pivotal point in its existence, as the program discerns how
it needs to grow and change with the times. I was interested to learn how it continually
secures government funding given that little research is available on the impact of the
program and the work it accomplishes. In the opinion of one staff member, AIE receives
funding for two main reasons. One is due to effective curatorial excellence that has
allowed it to be esteemed in the art world3. Because AIE has been active for nearly 50
years, people can trust the program and feel that by supporting it they are making an
impact and performing a civic duty. The other reason is that AIE has had a succession of
well-connected directors that have promoted the program within their sphere of influence.
In a report commissioned by the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation, Margaret C. Ayers
(2010) makes a case for increased funding for cultural diplomacy and why it is important.
Those working in the field of cultural diplomacy need to learn to leverage resources in
order to improve the work they do. Organizations involved in cultural diplomacy would
benefit from looking to and perhaps collaborating with organizations in the nonprofit
sector that have more experience in obtaining funding in creative ways.

3

I feel compelled to note that I spoke with a registrar at one art museum that had a bad experience with Art
in Embassies in the 1980s. After lending a painting for an exhibition in the Caribbean, it was returned badly
damaged, with plastic wrap fused to the surface due to un-air conditioned transit in the hot environment.
The work was de-accessioned and now hangs on the wall of the registrar’s office. The museum has not lent
to AIE since, but this experience seems to be an exception.
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Evaluation and the Example of the British Council
Despite efforts “to measure impact and improve the collection of data, the effects
of U.S. international cultural exchange are easy to dismiss because practices of evaluation
are inadequate” (Ayers, 2010, p. 9). While the impact of programs such as AIE may be
difficult to measure, such hardship does not mean it cannot be accomplished, as indicated
by the British Council and the French Ministry of Culture, both of which are working to
assess outcomes of cultural programming. Regarding Art in Embassies, I was told that
every post has a Mission Performance Plan and art can be used to help them meet their
goals. Each program related to public diplomacy is documented via the Mission Activity
Tracker (MAT). According to Laura Gritz, all Public Affairs sections around the world
are required to submit a MAT report when they conduct a public diplomacy program.
The tool asks for certain details, such as date, time, place of event, purpose of event, cost,
involvement of other State Department programs (such as Art in Embassies), audience
numbers, media coverage, etc. Though the State Department has a searchable record of
public diplomacy programs, such data does not reveal the impact that viewing an AIE
exhibition has on visitors.	
  An AIE staff member suggested that the impact of the program
could be quantified by looking at the number of articles published, television and radio
broadcasts aired, and hits on an embassy website, specifically the number who looked at
the section on art and culture if there is an online gallery of images from the exhibition. I
feel that this could be a useful data gathering strategy, but it is not as powerful as stories
from people who can attest to the value of art for diplomacy.
It would be productive to document actual experiences and impacts of both past and
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ongoing cultural exchanges, especially the person-to-person encounters that have well
established track records for generating significant and measurable goodwill toward the
United States (Brademas, 2009). In an effort to accomplish this, an email was sent by the
senior editor at AIE in August 2011 to a select group of ambassadors asking them to
share examples of how they “have effectively used their art exhibitions for host country
outreach and to advance smart diplomacy.” The idea was that a summary of “best
practices” would be included in a letter sent by Secretary Clinton to all currently serving
U.S. ambassadors. They did not ask this of all embassies, but just those that they knew
offered art related programming and that they thought would be helpful. They received a
laundry list of events, most of which were the kind that were anticipated. The best
practices project is still a work in progress and has yet to go out under Clinton’s
signature. Their goal is to capture the stories of real people around the globe who have
experienced a change in thinking as a result of seeing an AIE exhibition. Doing so would
help substantiate the case for international art and cultural exchanges as an important part
of public diplomacy, in addition to identifying best practices. AIE would like for it to be a
responsibility of the ambassador and/or embassy staff to report such incidents so there
can be a record of them, as not many of these stories have been documented thus far.
Ideally, these vignettes would be available on the AIE website to share the ambassador’s
stories of art making a difference in their work.
Recognizing that numbers do matter, but do not reveal the whole story, the British
Council established a strategic framework for evaluation by incorporating both
qualitative and quantitative data in their analyses. In the Journal of Arts Management,
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Law, and Society (2009), Sharon Memis provided an enlightening article about how the
British Council accomplished this. She writes that:
To achieve our organizational purpose of “building trust and engagement for the
UK through the exchange of knowledge and ideas between people worldwide,”
the British Council has a corporate strategic framework, which guides our
programming in 110 countries and ranges from the smallest local projects to our
large-scale global products. We’re meticulous in checking that each project and
every employee’s work contribute to our overall goals and strategy and we
measure every project proposal against our core objectives. We analyze “lessons
learned”—both positive and negative—to inform resource decisions. (p. 294)
Memis goes on to say that an effective program related to cultural diplomacy must be
able to define the audiences it aims to reach and how it will reach them. Before any
British Council project receives funding, the staff must articulate the intended outcomes
of the project and incorporate an evaluation plan that encompasses both quantitative and
qualitative means. Afterwards, there are consequences if the projected outcome is not in
line with the resulting impact.
I had struggled to find an approach to take in addressing this evaluation dilemma
before reading this article. While they admit that “our monitoring and evaluation is not
perfect” (p. 295), it seems that the British Council would be an excellent resource for AIE
as they work to ascertain how to appropriately articulate and support their own relevance.

Collaboration
As indicated in the above example, U.S. cultural diplomacy programs, including
Art in Embassies, would benefit from collaboration with other countries. Actively
engaging others in the field would help to facilitate a reciprocal exchange of ideas
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regarding best practices. Similarly, AIE would benefit from collaborating with other
government or nonprofit agencies in an effort to define foreign policy and to expand
international cultural programming.
While the British Council receives some public funds, it operates at arm’s length
from the government and secures most of its funding from private sources. Art in
Embassies could benefit from collaboration with the nonprofit sector, particularly
foundations interested in international relations and policy issues. Both participating
parties would receive a greater reward by pooling resources, regardless of whether the
funds come from government agencies or foundations. Additionally, American
corporations are situated to help combat anti-Americanism around the world, for many
operate foundations and give monetarily in the areas of the world where they conduct
business (Hurlburt & Ivey, n.d., p. 28). Partnerships can help programming to happen,
though often such programs may take place outside of U.S. embassies. New publicprivate partnerships could provide opportunities for fresh faces in the philanthropic world
to partner in shaping the cultural diplomacy of tomorrow (Ayers, 2010, p. 39).
One way to facilitate collaboration between national and international agencies is to
create a Web 2.0 hub for sharing ideas on effective cultural diplomacy. There are
thousands of nonprofit organizations in the U.S. whose mission involves international
work, however, it is not clear how many of these organizations are involved in arts and
culture. The wide range of stakeholders and information available on international
engagements begs to be coordinated in a manner that would enhance international
cultural engagements. If accomplished, it could very well help to bring greater
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understanding and cooperation among the many diverse peoples of this planet and enrich
and expand the reach of the creative sector (Cherbo, 2009, p. 288). It is the goal of the
Research Center for Cultural Engagement (RCCE) to create a searchable database on
international cultural exchanges conducted around the world (Cherbo, 2009, p. 286).
Those involved with the project have explored what features the online community
should incorporate and the problems in implementing the idea. The challenge now is to
make it a reality.

Programming
Art in Embassies staff and those responsible for the exhibition at each post should
develop richer cultural programming to enable them to truly engage their local
community. The opening receptions and representational events are excellent ways to
showcase the exhibitions, however, I feel that this is not enough, especially from the
perspective of an art educator. Sharing American art and culture with foreign dignitaries
and leaders in the arts certainly has a role in diplomacy, but so does engaging the general
public, both young and old. I think it is particularly important to teach global awareness
to the younger generation. Growing up in the twenty-first century requires citizens to be
adaptable and knowledgeable of how to interact with others in the world. Art in
Embassies is uniquely situated to use art as a focal point for discussions about not only
how cultures are different from one another, but how they are similar. Better crosscultural communication and understanding can empower youth as leaders who can start
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making a difference in the world today, not tomorrow. The fiftieth anniversary project
involves a special emphasis on young people due to a personal interest of the director of
AIE. This emphasis toward young people should be carried on past the anniversary year.
Programming is essential, and should start with taking a close look at the local
environment to see what would be successful and most relevant for the community.
Programs should be meaningful to the country in which they take place and involve a
two-way exchange of ideas. A lecture series has been very popular in London, as has
weekly public tours of the permanent collection placed by AIE at the U.S. Embassy in
Beijing. The Center for Arts and Culture (2003) advised that, “U.S. programs should
recognize the value of other cultures, show a desire to learn from them, and seek ways to
help preserve their traditions and historic sites and artifacts” (pp. 9-10). As Laura Gritz
stressed, it is wise to assess what is going on in the country and the manpower available
before deciding on what programs to develop and allocate resources for.
More importantly, effective programs should be sustainable. Each embassy
should assign “a PAO, perhaps a Foreign Service National, drawn from the cultural
section of the embassy, to serve as a cultural advocate to promote the continuation of
successful programs beyond the diplomatic lifespan of any ambassador” (Ayers, 2010, p.
31). One challenge to maximizing the impact of Art in Embassies is limited staff and
resources. Sharing ideas through collaboration and developing sustainable programs
would make it easier on staff to facilitate these programs and exchanges in the long run.
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Education
While I feel that more fruitful collaboration between different countries and
entities would result in more beneficial programming, I am not suggesting that there are
no good places to look at to see how AIE is maximizing their efforts in the area of
education. Take the U.S. Embassy in Riga, Latvia, for example. Art in Embassies
promoted their use of the collection in Riga on the AIE Facebook page, where they
posted “Public Affairs Officer Amy Storrow has started monthly tours of the Embassy
and its AIE collection to local school children…after the tour, the children were asked to
imagine their own embassies and to draw and write about them” (Tours in Riga,
December 13, 2011). Inviting groups to come for a guided tour of the exhibition is an
excellent way to reach out to the local community. Combining the tour with a creative
artmaking activity for children helps them to remember the experience and hopefully
think positively about their time at the U.S. embassy. More specific and organized tours
of AIE exhibitions should be offered to local school groups and community members.
Public tours can be a challenge, but they could be targeted at specific demographics that
the embassy would like to engage in a conversation about art and culture in order to make
tour scheduling more manageable.
That being said I think that public tours should be made available periodically,
perhaps once a month, for those who express interest in seeing the art but may not have
reason to attend an event at the residence. In a recent Facebook query to AIE on February
9, 2012, an Italian man asked, “why these wonderful art pieces are not for display?” He
expressed frustration at having contacted the U.S. Embassy in Rome only to discover that
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they did not know what he was referring to and later ascertaining that the art was in the
ambassador’s residence and not accessible to the public. AIE responded to him on
Facebook explaining how the exhibition is made available at the discretion of the
ambassador and his or her staff. They encouraged the man to contact the embassy about
scheduling a tour. In my experience, figuring out who to email at the post and how to go
about getting in touch with a Public Affairs Officer can be a trying task. AIE could help
facilitate these tours by encouraging or requiring posts to make them available to the
public. The U.S. Embassy in London is particularly active in offering tours to students
from a range of organizations and institutions of higher education in the United Kingdom
who have never had the opportunity to visit Winfield House. The U.S. Embassy in
London maintains partnerships with museums and galleries and their existing youth
outreach programs.
In addition to tours, embassy outreach efforts would benefit from sponsoring
more evening lectures focused on the Art in Embassies exhibition, as well as American
art and culture more broadly. I am aware of lecture series being sponsored by the
embassies in Reykjavik and London. While I am sure that there are others involved in
such activities, it would be highly beneficial to see lectures and artist talks happening
more often in more places. They serve as a way to engage the local community in a
conversation about arts and culture and can lead to a beneficial exchange of ideas.
The local embassy in various countries could also use Art in Embassies as a
model for engaging classroom students in the host country to connect with students at an
American school. Using software such as Skype it is now free and simple to conduct
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international video calls. A curriculum could be developed that would encourage
classroom teachers in both countries to engage their students in a conversation about the
other culture and the two groups could learn more about one another through personal
communication. Such an exchange can lead to mutual understanding and goodwill
amongst those involved.

Internet Outreach
Better program offerings will not make an impact unless people know about them.
Moving forward, it is crucial for both AIE and embassies to have more information
accessible on their websites. The Art in Embassies website needs to stay up-to-date, with
new exhibitions and artist information added frequently. According to them, the art is
very accessible online, but the website needs improvement. Not all exhibitions have
PDFs of catalogues available and the interface leaves something to be desired. As a
whole, the State Department “must find ways to connect with the Internet generation,
members of which are playing an increasingly important role in the policy debates of
their own nations through their jobs, the people they know, and their votes” (Ayers, 2010,
p. 29). Using social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter to post updates, pictures,
and videos pertaining to the work of the embassy and issues related to the U.S. and host
country, as the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik has done, is a beneficial way to engage people
and educate them through diplomacy.
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Changes at the Policy Level
No matter what takes place at the local level in terms of educational programming,
the U.S. cannot institute a long-term plan to address cultural diplomacy issues without
changes in policy. The message “needs to come from the White House on down through
mid-level managers at the State Department that public diplomacy is a critical component
in the war on terrorism” and in other arenas (Schneider, 2002). In a report to the
President and members of the U.S. Congress, the John Brademas Center for the Study of
Congress at New York University outlines their recommendations for integrating cultural
diplomacy into policy making. One suggestion is “a White House Conference on Cultural
Diplomacy which would raise the visibility of this issue and more fully engage
policymakers, artists, the civil society, and private sectors in this significant effort”
(Brademas, 2009, p. 306). The first White House Conference on Cultural Diplomacy was
convened in 2000 under the Clinton administration, but it is clearly time for the matter to
be addressed again. In reading through the proceedings of the initial conference, the same
issues remain waiting to be addressed more than a decade later.

IDEAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In answering my central research question, I came up with many more questions
that are worthy of future research endeavors related to AIE and cultural diplomacy. For
one, it would be beneficial to continue to document actual experiences and impacts of Art
in Embassies, as I have done in the case of the U.S. Embassy in Reykjavik. Researching
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the work and strengths of the Art in Embassies program would enable AIE to gain a big
picture of their sphere of influence and learn how to better maximize their global impact.
Understanding the role that AIE plays in the field of cultural diplomacy would help them
to ascertain where they need to improve their efforts and increase their visibility, quality,
and influence. This cannot be done without more focused narrative research on visitors to
the embassies and their responses to the AIE exhibitions. One way to conduct a useful
evaluative study of AIE could be to collect visitor surveys to gauge what they took away
from the exhibition and how their experience could have been improved. I also
recommend more pointed research into the artists whose work is included in the AIE
exhibitions to see how they interpret exhibition success and how their involvement with
AIE is affecting their careers.
To limit the scope of my study, I focused solely on the temporary art exhibition
put together by Ambassador Arreaga in Iceland. I believe it would be valuable to
investigate a permanent collection at an embassy to see how they are able to utilize it and
develop arts and culture related programming. Theoretically, it seems that embassies with
permanent collections should be willing to devote more time and resources to it as the
artworks in the collection will not change every two to three years. Then again, such
exhibitions are put together by AIE curators with little input from those who work at the
embassy. This could mean that the staff feel less connected to it. An investigation of this
type would provide a beneficial contrast to the research on a temporary AIE exhibition.
The one embassy that was frequently recommended to me was Beijing and how it utilizes
its permanent collection. This post would be useful to investigate.
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One idea behind these New Embassy Collections is to humanize the embassy and
make it more welcoming. I have been told many times that a visit to a U.S. embassy for
official business, such as to obtain a visa, is a painful experience. I would be interested to
see if visitors to embassies with these permanent collections have a different experience,
since the permanent collections are meant to make the space more inviting.
It became clear to me through my research that cultural diplomacy is particularly
relevant to Iceland, a country that values art and cultural heritage. How can other places
utilize AIE in the same way to create positive impact? Research on how other countries
use their temporary exhibitions would be useful in determining best practices.
Knowing that Icelanders have a keen interest in cultural heritage, Ambassador
Arreaga put considerable thought into the works that were included in the exhibition and
what message he wanted to convey. While the majority of the works were in keeping
with the 60˚ North theme, the remaining works included in the exhibition were by artists
that were friends with the ambassador. This called into question the role of the curator,
for I think the exhibition could have been strengthened by including only works that were
directly related to the exhibition’s theme. It would be interesting to find out how many
AIE exhibitions are actually designed to adequately engage the local audiences.
In addition to looking at how other U.S. embassies employ art for diplomacy,
America stands to benefit from learning how other countries conduct similar initiatives.
As in the example of the evaluation framework devised by the British Council,
international relations would benefit from increased cross-cultural communication and
sharing of ideas of what strategies work and what is perhaps less successful. Cultural
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diplomacy is about making connections and fostering mutual understanding. It is
important to remember that the U.S. is not in this alone, but can collaborate with others
who are facing similar challenges.
Social media and other means of communication can facilitate collaboration and
the global exchange of ideas. Research into the impact of newer information sources,
such as Facebook and blogs that are being used and developed by Art in Embassies and
individual posts, should be conducted to determine if these are being accessed and used
for their intended purpose.
I also suggest further research into any of the educational initiatives I proposed in
the Education subheading in the previous section, such as an investigation of tours,
lecture series, and the facilitation of art making exchanges among school children around
the world.

CONCLUSION
The following question was central to this research project: What is the current
purpose of the Art in Embassies program and, specifically, how does the temporary
exhibition of art placed in Reykjavik, Iceland aid in fulfilling that purpose? I believe the
answer emerged out of the interviews that were conducted in Iceland and over the phone.
Through this case study, I was able to ascertain how the program engages ambassadors in
putting together exhibitions, and the work that goes into getting the art installed overseas.
While I had hoped to find out that more innovative programming was taking place in
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U.S. embassies around the world, I believe that certain locations are doing an excellent
job and should be commended for their efforts. In many cases, it seems that they would
do more if they had the necessary time and funding to dedicate to arts and culture. I hope
that Art in Embassies completes its best practices project and shares its findings with all
currently serving ambassadors.
I find it encouraging that many people are involved in the discussion about the
future of cultural diplomacy. It is disheartening, however, that this discussion has been
taking place for years with limited results. As Art in Embassies enters into its fiftieth
year, they are working to increase awareness of who they are and what they do. The more
outreach the program conducts, the more successful AIE can become in harnessing the
power of art to facilitate mutual understanding. The theme of their fiftieth anniversary is
“Celebrating 50 Years of the Soft Power of Art,” and it is their goal to engage audiences
in new ways. By celebrating previous donors, AIE can strive to cultivate new
relationships that may lead to fruitful collaborations in the future. When I first decided on
this topic, it was unclear to me how education factored into the work of Art in Embassies.
While far from perfect, it is my belief that Art in Embassies is headed in the right
direction and, with continued support, will be able to find its voice and better articulate
its relevance in the twenty-first century.
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
While I strived to keep the interviews conversational, I composed questions to help guide
the discussion.
Interview questions for Art in Embassies staff:
•

How did you get involved with the Art in Embassies program?

•

How many posts do you work with to curate their collections?

•

Can you explain to me how the process works from initial contact with a newly
appointed ambassador to installation of the art?

•

What do you see as the main goals of the program?

•

Are these goals accomplished?

•

Do you think the program is effective as is? Or is there room for improvement?

•

Why is Art in Embassies important for U.S. cultural diplomacy?

Interview questions for ambassadors/spouses:
•

Can you explain to me the process you went through to create your exhibition?

•

What is your theme? How did you decide on this for your theme?

•

Does the art provided by Art in Embassies serve a valuable purpose? If yes,
how/why?

•

Who is allowed to see the art in your residence?

•

How do you use the exhibition in your residence i.e. events, programs?

•

Why is Art in Embassies important for U.S. cultural diplomacy?
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Interview questions for public affairs officers:
•

When do you first get involved in the process of getting the art to the post?

•

Why is Art in Embassies important for U.S. cultural diplomacy?

•

What educational programming is made available utilizing the art?

•

Who is allowed to take part in these programs?

•

Does the art provided by the Art in Embassies program serve a valuable purpose?
If yes, how/why?

Interview questions for visitors who get to experience the art:
•

What do you think of the art provided by Art in Embassies?

•

Had you heard of Art in Embassies before?

•

What made you decide to come to the residence and view the art?

•

Do you feel as if you came away with new knowledge or a better understanding
about the United States?
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Appendix B: Reykjavik 2011 AIE Exhibition Catalogue

UNITED STATES EMBASSY REYKJAVÍ́K
ART IN EMBASSIES EXHIBITION
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Randy Stiglitz

Dzunukwa Mask, undated

Yellow cedar, acrylic paint and horsehair
16 x 15 x 10 in. (40,6 x 38,1 x 25,4 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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ART in Embassies
Established in 1963, the U.S. Department of State’s office of ART in Embassies
(ART) plays a vital role in our nation’s public diplomacy through a culturally
expansive mission, creating temporary and permanent exhibitions, artist
programming, and documentation. The Museum of Modern Art first envisioned this
global visual arts program a decade earlier. In the early 1960s, President John F.
Kennedy formalized it, naming the program’s first director. Now with over 200 venues,
ART curates temporary and permanent exhibitions for the representational spaces of all
U.S. chanceries, consulates, and chief-of-mission residences worldwide, selecting and
commissioning contemporary art from the U.S. and the host countries. These exhibitions
provide international audiences with a sense of the quality, scope, and diversity of both
countries’ art and culture, establishing ART’s presence in more countries than any other
U.S. foundation or arts organization.
ART’s exhibitions allow foreign citizens, many of whom might never travel to the United
States, to personally experience the depth and breadth of our artistic heritage and
values, making what has been called a: ‘’footprint that can be left where people have no
opportunity to see American art.’’
“The ART in Embassies program reveals the rich history and cultural heritage of the United
States and the communal experiences that we share with peoples of different countries,
backgrounds and faiths, binding us closer together. Through its temporary exhibitions and
permanent collections, the ART in Embassies program intrigues, educates, and connects –
playing an ambassadorial role as important as that served by traditional diplomacy.”
– Hillary Rodham Clinton
Secretary of State
1
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We hope you will enjoy the art exhibition at

the Residence of the United States Ambassador
to Iceland. It identifies and explores, through
art, some of the deep but not readily apparent
connections between the American and
Icelandic peoples. Iceland’s unique geographic
location helps define the country as a place of striking natural beauty, where there is
a unique symbiosis between its people and the sea, and where the harshness of the
climate forged a compelling history of hardship, endurance, closeness to nature, deep
spirituality, and triumph.
In this exhibition, we highlight connections with the Pacific Northwest region of the
North American continent, especially in Alaska, which shares the same latitude with
Iceland. The indigenous peoples of Alaska and Canada have much in common with
the Icelandic people. They were the first to populate their respective areas, their
livelihood is closely linked to the sea, and they are deeply spiritual. They are also
fiercely independent.
The peoples of the Pacific Northwest used art to preserve their culture by creating
totem poles, carvings, and practical objects. Their stories about the seen and unseen
worlds were thus passed from generation to generation. One of our favorite pieces
is the striking Dzunukwa Mask by Randy Stiglitz, of Cree descent and member of the
Salish Nation. Dzunukwa, or Cannibal Woman, is a figure in Kwakwaka’wakw mythology
that is venerated as a bringer of wealth, but is feared by children because she is also
known as an ogress who steals children and carries them home in her basket to eat.
This latter part of the story is somewhat similar to the Icelandic story of Grýla, the troll
2
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woman who collects bad children at Christmas and also takes them home to eat.
The magnificent killer whale and salmon carvings by Jim Charlie, as well as the
salmon and eagle prints by Eric Parnell, offer Icelanders an opportunity to view these
creatures through the eyes of the native people of the Northwest, such as the Haida
and the Coast Salish nations.
We also included in this exhibition the works of two artists whom we know well and
whose artistic expression is rooted in their own experiences living outside the United
States. Betsy Gandy found inspiration in the cave paintings she visited while living in
Europe. Her work is beautiful in its simplicity and its ability to reach deeply into the
essence of our humanity. Kathleen Walsh’s life journey has taken her all over the
world, including to several countries in Africa and Europe. She is an accomplished
landscape artist who brings warmth and humanity to her work.
We are deeply grateful to the U.S. Department of State’s ART in Embassies program
and curator Bob Soppelsa for creating this exhibition of loaned art. Many of the works
were made possible through the generosity of Hill’s Native Art, a British Columbia
art gallery dedicated to supporting dynamic new artists from Canada and the United
States. We are also grateful to Canadian Ambassador to Iceland Alan Bones and the
Canadian Embassy for their support. This exhibition reflects not only the deep ties that
bind the U.S. and Canada but also our deep respect for the indigenous nations that
flourished on the North American continent for centuries before Europeans settled the
area. It serves as a vibrant reminder that their contributions remain vital and relevant
today.
Ambassador and Mrs. Luis E. Arreaga

Reykjavík
March 2011
3
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V

ið vonum að þið njótið listsýningarinnar á heimili sendiherra Bandaríkjanna á Íslandi.
Hún staðfestir og kannar, í gegnum listina, sum af þeim djúpu en þó ekki augljósu
tengslum sem eru á milli amerísku og íslensku þjóðanna. Hin einstaka jarðfræðilega
lega Íslands hjálpar til við að skilgreina landið sem stað sláandi náttúrufegurðar,
þar sem er einstakt sambýli mannsins og hafsins, og þar sem óvægið veðurfar hefur
skapað heillandi sögu um harðrétti, þolgæði, nánd við náttúruna, andlega göfgi og
sigur.
Á þessari sýningu beinum við athyglinni að tengslum við norðvesturhluta meginlands
Norður-Ameríku, sérstaklega í Alaska sem er á sömu breiddargráðum og Ísland.
Frumbyggjar Alaska og Kanada eiga margt sameiginlegt með Íslendingum. Þeir urðu
fyrstir til að setjast að á sínu svæði, lífsviðurværi þeirra er nátengt sjónum og þeir eru
mjög andlega sinnaðir. Þeir eru líka ákaflega sjálfstæðir.
Íbúar norðvestursvæðisins notuðu list til að varðveita menningu sína, með
tótemsúlum, útskurði og nytjahlutum. Sögur þeirra um hina sýnilegu og ósýnilegu
heima bárust þannig frá kynslóð til kynslóðar. Einn eftirlætishluturinn okkar er hin
sláandi Dzunukwa-gríma eftir Randy Stiglitz sem er afkomandi Cree-indíána og
tilheyrir Salish-ættflokknum. Dzunukwa, eða Mannætukonan, er persóna í goðafræði
Kwakwaka’wakw-þjóðarinnar og er virt fyrir að færa mönnum auð, en börn óttast hana
því hún er einnig þekkt sem skessa sem stelur börnum og ber þau heim í körfu til að
éta þau. Þessi seinni hluti sögunnar líkist íslensku sögunni um Grýlu, tröllkonuna sem
tekur óþægu börnin um jólin og fer líka með þau heim til að éta þau. Með hinum
stórkostlegu útskurðarverkum eftir Jim Charlie af háhyrningi og laxi, og þrykkimyndum
Erics Parnell af löxum og erni, gefst Íslendingum færi á að virða þessi dýr fyrir sér með
augum frumbyggja norðvestursvæðanna, eins og Haida og Strand-Salish ættbálkanna.

4
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Við höfum líka með á þessari sýningu verk eftir tvo listamenn sem við þekkjum
vel. Listræn tjáning þeirra á rætur sínar að rekja til reynslu þeirra af að búa utan
Bandaríkjanna. Betsy Gandy fann innblástur í hellamyndum sem hún skoðaði þegar
hún bjó í Evrópu. Verk hennar eru falleg í einfaldleika sínum og þeim eiginleika að ná
djúpt niður í kjarna mannlegs eðlis. Á ferðum sínum um ævina hefur Kathleen Walsh
farið um allan heim, þar á meðal til ýmissa landa í Afríku og Evrópu. Hún er fær
landslagsmálari sem kemur með hlýju og mannúð inn í verk sín.
Við erum afar þakklát utanríkisráðuneyti Bandaríkjanna fyrir ART in Embassiesverkefnið, og safnstjóranum Bob Soppelsa fyrir að setja saman þessa sýningu með
lánslistaverkum. Mörg verkanna fengust fyrir tilstilli og örlæti Hill’s Native Art, listasafns
í Bresku Kólumbíu sem helgar sig því að styðja kraftmikla, nýja listamenn frá Kanada
og Bandaríkjunum. Við erum einnig þakklát sendiherra Kanada á Íslandi, Alan Bones,
og sendiráði Kanada fyrir þeirra stuðning. Þessi sýning endurspeglar ekki aðeins hin
sterku bönd sem tengja Bandaríkin og Kanada heldur einnig djúpa virðingu okkar fyrir
þeim frumbyggjaþjóðum sem döfnuðu á meginlandi Norður-Ameríku í margar aldir
áður en Evrópubúar settust þar að. Hún er einnig þróttmikil áminning um að framlög
þeirra eru ómissandi og skipta máli enn þann dag í dag.
Luis E. Arreaga sendiherra og frú
Reykjavík
Mars 2011
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T

he phrase “art transcends borders” sounds like a cliché, but as with
most clichés, it resonates because it begins with a central truth. This
impressive exhibition that includes Pacific Northwest aboriginal art
effectively illustrates the commonalities between the United States and
Canada, and those between North America and Iceland.
The themes running through the works in this exhibition – the inextricable linkages
between human society and nature; the majesty of our natural environment – have
historically been mirrored strongly by the arts in Iceland. Similarly, our common
identity as northern countries influenced strongly by the sea is reflected in the works
in this exhibition. It is intriguing to use the art as a starting point for exploring the
similarities and differences of how these themes are explored in our three countries.
These commonalities help explain why the United States, Iceland and Canada have
proven to be natural partners in so many fields – political, cultural, social, commercial
and environmental. The Embassy of Canada is delighted to be associated with this
exhibition, and I would like to commend Ambassador Luis Arreaga for his keen
appreciation for Pacific Northwest indigenous art, and for his decision to cast a broad
geographic net in sourcing the exhibition.
Art is one of the principal means through which societies remain vibrant, intellectually
dynamic and creative. The ART in Embassies programme of the United States
Department of State is a pragmatic vehicle that brings together the founding and
current societies of our three countries, enabling us to appreciate how much we have
in common, and how we can harness this creative genius ever more effectively.
Alan Bones, Ambassador of Canada to Iceland

6
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Reykjavík, March 2011

Orðasambandið “list þekkir engin landamæri” hljómar eins og klisja, en eins og flestar
klisjur heyrist hún oft því í kjarna hennar er sannleikur. Þessi glæsilega sýning, sem
inniheldur meðal annars list frumbyggja á norðvestursvæði Norður-Ameríku, sýnir á
áhrifaríkan hátt hvað Bandaríkin og Kanada eiga sameiginlegt og sömuleiðis NorðurAmeríka og Ísland.

Yrkisefnin sem einkenna verkin á þessari sýningu – hin flóknu tengsl á milli mannlegs
samfélags og náttúrunnar; mikilfengleika náttúrlegs umhverfis okkar – hafa í gegnum
tíðina komið skýrt fram í íslenskri list. Á svipaðan hátt endurspeglast sameiginleg
sjálfsmynd okkar, sem norðlægra landa undir sterkum áhrifum hafsins, í listaverkunum á
þessari sýningu. Það er forvitnilegt að nota listina sem útgangspunkt til að kanna hvað
er líkt og hvað ólíkt með því hvernig þessi þemu eru notuð í þessum þrem löndum.
Þessir sameiginlegu eiginleikar koma að gagni við að útskýra af hverju Bandaríkjunum,
Íslandi og Kanada hefur reynst svo eðlilegt að vinna saman á svo mörgum sviðum –
pólitískum, menningarlegum, félagslegum, viðskiptalegum og í umhverfismálum. Sendiráð
Kanada er mjög ánægt með að tengjast þessari sýningu og ég vil hrósa Luis Arreaga
sendiherra fyrir hans næma mat á list frumbyggja á norðanverðri Kyrrahafsströndinni, og
fyrir þá ákvörðun hans að kasta út breiðu landfræðilegu neti til að afla verka á sýninguna.
Listin er ein helsta leið samfélaga til að viðhalda þrótti sínum, andlegum krafti og
sköpun. ART in Embassies-verkefni utanríkisráðuneytis Bandaríkjanna er hagnýtt tæki
sem færir saman upphafleg og núverandi samfélög landanna þriggja og gerir okkur
kleift að meta hve mikið við eigum sameiginlegt og hvernig við getum virkjað þessa
sköpunargáfu á enn áhrifaríkari hátt.
Alan Bones, Sendiherra Kanada á Íslandi

Reykjavík, Mars 2011
7
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Anonymous American

(20th Century)

The Prints and Photographs Division of the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C. contains a rich cross-section of still pictures. A
catalogue of this collection is available online, at the Library of
Congress’s web site: www.loc.gov/pictures. The Library of Congress
offers broad public access to these materials as a contribution to
education and scholarship.
The collections of the Prints and Photographs Division include
photographs, fine and popular prints and drawings, posters, and
architectural and engineering drawings. While international in
scope, the collections are particularly rich in materials produced
in, or documenting the history of, the United States and the lives,
interests, and achievements of the American people.
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Anonymous American

Eskimo Woman, ca. 1915
Photograph from digital negative, 16 ¼ x 13 1/8 in. (41,3 x 33,3 cm)
Courtesy of ART in Embassies, Washington, D.C.
Library of Congress Photographic Archives LC-DIG-ppmsc-02277
9
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Anonymous American

Eskimo Woman, ca. 1907
Photograph from digital negative, 16 ¼ x 13 1/8 in. (41,3 x 33,3 cm)
Courtesy of ART in Embassies, Washington, D.C.
Library of Congress Photographic Archives LC-DIG-ppmsc-02289
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Jim Charlie

(born 1967)

Jim Charlie was born September 10, 1967 in North Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. He is a member of the Coast Salish Nation,
Squamish Band, Capilano Reservation.
This Nation occupies the southern region of the province. Mr. Charlie
comes from a long line of artists; therefore, it was only natural that
he began to carve at a young age. He has been making Northwest
Coast Native art for over sixteen years.
The artist is the grandson of highly regarded carver Dominique
Charlie, who died some years ago. The older man taught him the
many stories and legends common to the Salish people that had
inspired his own work. Jim Charlie studied under Phil Janze, a wellestablished Northwest Coast Native artist, becoming more proficient
in achieving greater depth in his carvings and learning a different
style. He has been influenced by many well known artists, and strives
to achieve the utmost quality in his work. He is a versatile artist who
enjoys depicting a variety of Native legends. Charlie’s style is refined,
uncomplicated, and dimensional, with a northern influence. He is
one of many Northwest Coast Native artists who are committed to
preserving their cultural background through their artwork, in order
that it can be enjoyed and appreciated by future generations.
www.coastalpeoples.com
11
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Jim Charlie

Orca Panel, undated
Red cedar, acrylic paint, 35 x 25 x 3 in. (88,9 x 63,5 x 7,6 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
12
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Jim Charlie

Salmon Plaque, undated
Red cedar, acrylic paint, 15 x 45 x 3 in. (38,1 x 114,3 x 7,6 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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Josh Dawson
Josh Dawson was born in January 1981 in the small community of Alert Bay, off the
northern end of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada. He is a member of the
‘Namgis band of the Kwakwaka’wakw Nation. Dawson was mentored by Beau Dick, one
of the coast’s premier carvers and ceremonialists, and Joe Wilson.
Through these artists Dawson has developed his own signature style, capturing the
spirit and power of his subjects, while maintaining his traditional heritage. He is best
known for his masks, carved primarily from red or yellow cedar, and richly detailed
with paint, cedar bark, and horsehair. Dawson is very much in tune with his Native
heritage. In addition to his participation in potlatch ceremonies, he is fluent in the
Kwak’wala language and a singer of traditional songs through which the stories and
beliefs of the Kwakwaka’wakw have survived.
Bukwas, or wild man of the woods, is a significant supernatural spirit being of the
Kwakwaka’wakw Nation and casts a haunting figure in his great annual winter dance.
Bukwas is linked with the underworld of the dead and with ghosts – especially the
spirits of the drowned who hover near him. This mysterious and illusive wild man
lurks near the edge of the dark forest where he lives, offering food to lost humans,
luring them to become spirits in his shadowy underworld. This mask portrays Bukwas,
whose favorite food is cockles. He is very shy and looks about in performance to see
if he is being watched, shading his face from the sun with his hands. Suddenly he
leaps forward, settles on one knee searching for cockles, and devours them quickly,
occasionally uttering a high pitched whoop or shriek from a concealed whistle.
http://skeena50.tripod.com/ceremonies.html
14
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Josh Dawson

Bukwas Mask (Kwakwaka’wakw), undated
Red cedar, acrylic paint and horsehair
18 x 13 x 9 in. (45,7 x 33 x 22,9 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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Betsy Gandy

(born 1950)

Betsy Gandy received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Mercer
University, Macon, Georgia, in 1972, and her Master of Arts
degree in art history from the University of Georgia, Athens, in
1978. Excavations is a series of prehistorically inspired paintings.
These reflect Gandy’s life-long fascination with the earliest known
manifestations of art in the world. As she has said, “Some of
my paintings come closer to replicating original cave paintings
than others, but none are meant to be strict copies but my own
impressions of the essence of original cave figures. I do not
pretend to interpret the early cave artists’ intentions, although
I do believe that much magical and/or religious meaning was
attributed to their works.”
The Tackler, Volume 75, Issue 29: August 11, 2004 (Miami Beach
Rod and Reel Club newsletter)
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Betsy Gandy

Excavations: Charging Aurochs 3, 2005

Acrylic on canvas, 20 x 16 in. (50,8 x 40,6 cm). Courtesy of the artist, Miami, Florida
17
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Betsy Gandy

Excavations: Large Charging Bison, 2005

Acrylic on canvas, 32 x 40 in. (81,3 x 101,6 cm). Courtesy of the artist, Miami, Florida
18
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Betsy Gandy

Excavations: Leaping Horse 3, 2005

Acrylic on canvas, 11 x 11 in. (27,9 x 27,9 cm). Courtesy of the artist, Miami, Florida
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Eric Parnell

(born 1961)

Eagle, undated. Serigraph, 11 x 34 in. (27,9 x 86,4 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Eric Parnell was born in Prince Rupert, British Columbia, Canada,
on November 6, 1961, and is a member of the Masset Band of
the Haida Nation. His family clan is the Frog and his crest is
the Eagle. Since 1985, Parnell has been living and working in
Vancouver. Primarily a self-taught artist, he has been painting
since 2002, recently adding print-making to his body of work.
Citing Northwest artists Robert Davidson and Bill Reid as two of
his influences, Parnell has also taken inspiration from his culture
as a whole. As a young boy, he spent his time with other artists,
and was introduced to the artistic world through helping artists
from his community sell their argillite pendants. One of Parnell’s
goals as an artist is to “continue to be a small part of the revival
and continuity of our peoples’ traditions.”
www.coastalpeoples.com
20
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Eric Parnell

Ethan & Isaiah, undated

Serigraph, 28 x 25 in. (71,1 x 63,5 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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Randy Stiglitz

(born 1953)

Randy Stiglitz is a native of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
Of Cree descent and a member of the Salish Nation, he was
born on August 17, 1953, and lives near Vancouver. Inspired by
his interest in the Native arts, he moved to the Capilano Indian
reservation at the age of seventeen. After spending five years
there, he moved to Victoria, British Columbia, where he worked
under the direction of carver Gene Brabant. The genius of Stiglitz’
art is in his mask carving.
www.hillsnativeart.com

In the mythology of the Kwakwaka’wakw people, the Dzunukwa,
or Cannibal Woman, is a dangerous monster. Twice normal
height, with a black, hairy body, and sagging breasts, she
lurks in the forest and eats children. The Cannibal Woman is
represented by a mask such as the one shown here, worn by a
dancer during a Winter Ceremony. The dancer moves clumsily to
represent the monster’s confusion outside the forest environment.
This frightening character is also associated with riches, and,
according to legend, men who could tame her would bring back
great treasure. A chief may also wear a Dzunukwa mask when
distributing wealth at a potlatch, a ceremonial feast.
www.masksoftheworld.com
22
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Randy Stiglitz

Dzunukwa Mask, undated

Yellow cedar, acrylic paint and horsehair
16 x 15 x 10 in. (40,6 x 38,1 x 25,4 cm)
Courtesy of Hill’s Native Art, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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Kathleen Walsh

(born 1948)

“My art is an invitation to the viewer to look again. I work to
render the ordinary, extraordinary, that is to say I paint for
Beauty.”
Kathleen Walsh began painting later in life. She spent most of
her adult years working for the U.S. Department of State, living
overseas in locations not found in tourist books. She has exhibited
in Europe, Latin America, and the United States. At the invitation
of ART in Embassies, she has participated in several exhibitions of
work displayed in U.S. ambassadors’ residences worldwide.
Walsh has been a contributor to the Corcoran Project for the Arts,
Washington, D.C. She has been a guest lecturer, and exhibited at
the University of Notre Dame, Indiana; The Connelly School of the
Holy Child, Potomac, Maryland; and most recently, at Massaponax
High School, Virginia. Walsh studies with the Art League School
of Alexandria, Virginia, and Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond.
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Kathleen Walsh

Elena Dancing, 2009

Mixed media on canvas, 28 x 52 in. (71,1 x 132,1 cm)
Courtesy of the artist, Fredericksburg, Virginia
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Kathleen Walsh
Flower in Blue, 2009

Mixed media on wood
50 x 32 in. (127 x 81,3 cm)
Courtesy of the artist,
Fredericksburg, Virginia
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Appendix C: Sample Consent Form
Title Artful Education: How the Art in Embassies Program Uses Visual Art to Teach Others
about American Culture
IRB PROTOCOL #
Conducted By: Kathryn Elizabeth Wilson
Of The University of Texas at Austin: Department / Office: Art/Art History
Telephone:
757.604.5855
You are being asked to participate in a research study. This form provides you with information
about the study. The person in charge of this research will also describe this study to you and
answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any questions you might
have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary. You
can refuse to participate or stop participating at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to
which you are otherwise entitled. You can stop your participation at any time and your refusal
will not impact current or future relationships with UT Austin or participating sites. To do so
simply tell the researcher you wish to stop participation. The researcher will provide you with a
copy of this consent for your records.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the current purpose of the Art in Embassies Program
and, specifically, how the Art in Embassies Program functions at a particular U.S. embassy. I will
be interviewing approximately 20 people in relation to this study.
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do the following things:
• Provide verbal responses to questions pertaining to your knowledge and familiarity with
the Art in Embassies Program
Total estimated time to participate in study is 1 hour.
Risks of being in the study
• The risk associated with this study is no greater than everyday life. If you wish to discuss
the information above or any risks you may experience, you may ask questions now or
call the Principal Investigator listed on the front page of this form.
Benefits of being in the study
• Opportunity to contribute to the current body of knowledge about the Art in Embassies
Program and the role it plays in cultural diplomacy
Compensation:
• none
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections:
• This study involves audio recording:
(a) interviews or sessions will be audiotaped;
(b) tapes will be coded so that no personally identifying information is visible on
them;
(c) tapes will be kept in a secure place (e.g., a locked file cabinet in the
investigator’s office);
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•

(d) tapes will be heard or viewed only for research purposes by the investigator and
his or her associates;
(e) to make possible future analysis the investigator will retain the recordings.
The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the
future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data
will contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your
participation in any study.

The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from
The University of Texas at Austin, members of the Institutional Review Board, and (study sponsors,
if any) have the legal right to review your research records and will protect the confidentiality of
those records to the extent permitted by law. All publications will exclude any information that
will make it possible to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the researchers will notify
you of new information that may become available and that might affect your decision to remain in
the study.
Contacts and Questions:
If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, want
additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation call the researchers conducting the
study. Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at the top of this page.
If you would like to obtain information about the research study, have questions, concerns,
complaints or wish to discuss problems about a research study with someone unaffiliated with the
study, please contact the IRB Office at (512) 471-8871 or Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The
University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at
(512) 232-2685. Anonymity, if desired, will be protected to the extent possible. As an alternative
method of contact, an email may be sent to orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu or a letter sent to IRB
Administrator, P.O. Box 7426, Mail Code A 3200, Austin, TX 78713.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information and have sufficient information to make a decision about
participating in this study. I consent to participate in the study.
Signature:___________________________________________ Date: ___________________

___________________________________________________ Date: ___________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent
Signature of Investigator:__________________________
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Date: ___________________
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